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1. GENERAL 

l.l This section is intended to provide REA borrowers, consulting engineers, contractors and other 
interested parties with technical information for use in the design and construction of REA 

borrowers' telephone systems. It provides in particular, technical information for use when making 
Single Frequency Structural Return Loss measurements (SFSRL) and Echo Structural Return Loss 
Measurements (ESRL) on D-66, H-88 and D-66/H-88 loaded cable plant intended for trunk or subscriber 
loop applications. This section describes how to make the structural return loss measurements, 
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l.ll This section provides specific information on the following: 

l.lll The return loss theory underlying the measurements. 

l.ll2 How to measure the structural return loss (SFSRL and ESRL) of uniform D-66 or H-88 loaded 
single gauge cables. 

l.ll3 How to measure the structural return loss (SFSRL and ESRL) of D-66 or H-88 mixed gauge 
cables. 

l.ll4 How to measure the structural return loss of D-66/H-88 loaded cables using the D-66/H-88 
junction impedance compensator. 

l.ll5 Required test equipment for conducting the measurements. 

l.ll6 Component and wiring information for constructing test hybrids and D-66 and H-88 precision 
networks when the need arises. 

l. ll 7 Illustrative results of cables measured in REA borrowers' systems. 

l.ll8 Data sheets for recording measurement data, 

l.2 The measurements described herein are not applicable to loaded trunk cables which contain lengths 
of rural distribution wire, non-loaded cable, open wire conductors or trunk plant which consists 

entirely or predominantly of rural distribution wires. Issue No. 2 of this section replaces Section 
445, Issue No. l, in its entirety. 

l.3 The actual step-by-step measurement procedures for SFSRL and ESRL are discussed in paragraph 8. 

2. THE MID-SECTION IMPEDANCE OF A LOADED CABLE 

2.l For every telephone line with uniformly distributed constants, there is a value of impedance such 
that if the line is terminated in thi's impedance no reflections exist at that end. This impedance 

is· kno1m as the characteristic impedahce of the line, The characteristic impedance can also be defined 
as the input impedance of an infinitely long line without regard to the value of the terminating 
impedance at the receiving end. 

2.ll Regardless, however, of the definition used the important consideration is that if a line is 
terminated in its characteristic impedance the reflected energy is zero at every point in the line. 

2.2 In a loaded cable the amouut of inductance. added by the loading coil is large as compared to the 
inductance of the cable pair (about 80 times to one for D-66 and H-88 loading), Since the 

impedance of any line increases as the inductance of such a line increasesythis tends to raise the 
characteristic impedance of the line. Therefore, the value of the charac1;eristic impedance of a loaded 
cable pair is generally higher than that of a non-loaded cable pair of the same gauge at the same 
frequency, except at very low frequencies where the loading is not effective and the two impedances 
are nearly equal. 

2.3 A loaded cable differs significantly from a non-loaded cable in this respect. The inductance 
of the non-loaded cable pair is uniformly distributed (the same value of inductance for each small 

increment in cable length) whereas the loaded cable has its inductance lumped at discrete intervals (at 
in~ervals of 4500 feet, for example, for D-loading), Loading a cable produces two important characteristics: 

2.3l The loaded cable now acts as a low pass filter with a cutoff frequency determined by: 

fc= ---- ------_ -_-_-_-_ l 

LC 

where Lis the sum of the loading coil and cable pair inductance per full loading section length 
in henries, C is the cable pair mutual capacitance per full loading section length in farads and fc the 
cutoff frequency in cps, 

2.32 The value of the characteristic impedance of the loaded cable depends upon the point in the end
section at which it is measured, That is, the value of this impedance is different at different 

points along the end-section. The length of the end-section at the point of measurement is usually 
expressed as a percentage of the full load spacing for the particular loading system in question. For 
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example, if impedance measurements are made between the 2250 foot ends of a D-66 loaded system, these 
measurements would represent the impedance of the cable between 0,5 end-sections (E3) or better known as Mid
Section Impedance, For an H-88 loading system, the mid-section impedance would require only 3000 feet of-
end-section length, 

2,321 Fig. 1 shows the variation in the magnitude of the mid-section impedance of a 22-gauge exchange 
cype cable D-66 and H-88 loaded in the frequency range of 200 to 4700 cps, including the region 

of the cutoff frequency. From inspection of the H-88 curve, it will be seen that the characteristic impe
dance remains relatively flat at.approximately 1000 ohms in a very narroir frequency range of 700 to 1300 
cps, At other frequencies large impedance changes occur with changes in frequency, The D-66 impedance 
curve displays less variation in the same frequency range. At 3000 cps, for example, its mid-section 
impedance rises only to 1270 ohms. To illustrate the effect which the leni.rch of the end-section has on 
loaded line impedance, Fig, 2 shows such a typical variation for a 24 and 22 gauge exchange type cable 
D-66 loaded as a function of both frequency and end-section length. At 3000 cps the characteristic impe
dance for the 22-D-66 is 1270-jSO ohms for the 0,5 end-section while at 0.8 it becomes 994-j563 ohms. 
Therefore uhen making structural return loss measurements, end-section lengths must be known accurately 
since they can affect the results of the measurements in a major way, 

2,322 It should be borne in mind that REA TE C: CM-431, "Voice Frequency Loading for, Trunk Cables," and 
REA TE & CM-424, "Design of Subscriber Loop Plant", require that plant be designed and built on 

the basis of 0,5 end-sections or 2250 feet for D-66 loading, Other applicable REA Telephone Engineering and 
Construction Manual sections dealing with attenuation and reflection losses of loaded cables have been 
prepared on the basis of 0,5 end-sections or mid-section impedances, 

2.4 Short Rules to Remember: 

2,41 If a loaded cable is infinite in leneth (in practical terms, 15 db or longer one-way attenuation at 
1000 cps) what happens to its far-end terminal has no effect on the impedance seen at the near

end terminal, This means that the termination at the far end can variJ, for example, from 100 million 
ohms to one ohm (actually from an open to a nhort) and this does not cllnn.:;c the value of the near-end 
ir.Jpec1ance, 

2.42 The mid-section :i.n:pedance of a loaded cable which is infinite in lenGth means the impedance of a 
loaded cable when looking into it from an end-section which is one-half the length of a full 

loading section and whose far-end section is alno one-half the length of a full section. 

3, THE PRECISION R'UANCDTG NE.IWORK 

3,1 The successful performance of negative resistance (E-6 type), negative impedance (E-23 type) and 
hybrid voice frequency repeaters depends not only on their design characteristics but also on the 

electrical characteristicn of the plant facilities over which they are to operate. Fundamentally, good 
performance depends on the degree of match possible between the plant impedance and the repeater network 
impedance at all frequencies. Though in the case of hybrid-type repeaters operating on a two-wire basis 
transmission within the repeater amplifiers is unidirectional (two separate amplifiers required, one irt 
each direction of transmission) while in the negative resistance and impedance type it is bidirectional, 
both modes of operation depend on proper impedance match between their respective impedance networks and 
the plant impedance. Essentially, the better the impedance match, the more repeater gain is possible. 
Devices which make this match possible are urecision balancing networks more commonly known as balancing 
networks. 

3,2 Two-terminal networks which very closely simulate the impedance of the type of plant over which voice 
frequency repeaters are intended to operate, over the entire frequency range of interest, are termed 

Precision Balancing Networks and abbreviated PBN. Precision balancing networks which simulate the impedance 
of two types of loading systems (D-66 and H-88) at all frequencies of interest are an integral part of the 
equipment required for making the structural return loss measurements described herein. 

3,21 Fig, 3 shows the configuration of the REI\ design for a precision balancing network which matches 
the mid-section impedance of 19, 22 and 24 gauge exchange type cable D-66 loaded (its impedance is 

sho~m in Fig, 1), The design shown in Fig, 3 can be conveniently made up if the parts, to the values 
shown, are locally available, The C-ll5DL -precision balancing network made by the Ci-eco Company or the 
Communication Apparatus Corporation type 115DL or its equivalent may also be used, 

3,22 The W, E. Co, 115H or the Ceeco C-ll5H PBN's are used for 19 and 22 gauge cables H-B8 loaded, For 
24-H-88 loaded cable the W. E. Co. type ll5AL PBN must be used, 

3,3 Short Rules to Remember: 

3,31 A precision balancing network is a two-terminal device which simulates the impedance of an infinitely 
long loaded cable over the entire frequency range of the loading system. 
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3,32 A loaded cable which is finite in length (all applications encountered in connnon practice are 
included under this definition of finite) can be made to have its impedance look like the impedance 

of a loaded cable which is infinite in length. This can be done by connecting a precision network at the 
far-end terminals of the cable; the impedance seen at the near-end terminals is now the infinite line impe
dance. In addition, if the end-section at the near-end is 0,5, the resulting impedance is termed the mid
section characteristic impedance or the mid-section infinite line impedance. 

4. WHAT IS STRUCTURAL RETUPJ:f LOSS (SRL) 

4.1 Fig, 1, which displays the mid-section infinite line impedance characteristics of 22-D-66 cable 
shows a uniform curve at all frequencies with no evidence of even minor impedance irregulari t1. 'e8. 

This is as it should be, since the assumptions on whfoh the derivation of this curve have been ba.sed assume 
the loaded cable pair in question to have ideal characteristics, that is: 

a. The cable mutual capacitance for each 4500 feet loading section (6000 feet for the H-88) is precisely 
the same. 

b. The loading con inductance at each load is precisely the same. 

c. The physical distance between each two consecutive load coils is precisely 4500 feet (6000 feet for 
the H-88). 

4.2 In an actual loaded cable the above factors cannot be made ideal due to practical considerations 
relating to manufacture and construction. Some of these are: 

a. Variation of cable pair mutual capacitance mainly from pair to pair and from reel to reel. 

b. Variation of coil inductance from loading coil to loading coil. 

c. Practical stakinr;, construction and mainteaance problems do not permit placing loading coils at 
exact specified intervals. 

l,. 3 To the extent that the cable pair mutual capacitance, the loading coil inductance and load coil 
spacing all may depart from their assigned value and that the variables in question may occur in any 

random manner and relative deGree, the smooth impedance characteristic of Fig. 1 has now been somewhat 
altered. These small impedance variations compared to the ideal impedance result in small reflection cur
rents which eventually reach the near-end or point of measurement. The overall value of these small reflec
ted currents is knoi-m as structural return loss and is usually expressed in db. The greater the reflection 
current the lower will be the structural return loss in db and the poorer the circuit performance will be. 
An ideal cable which has not even small irregularities has zero reflected currents and therefore its struc
tural return loss is infinite. Structural return loss therefore is a figure of merit of the completed 
cable plant with regard to impedance uniformity and it reflects the quality of unifonnity (or lack of it) 
in the mutual capacitance of the cable product, the quality of uniformity (or lack of it) in the inductance 
of the loading coil product and the care with which the plant has been staked and loading coils accurately 
placed (or lack of accuracy). The greater the care and better the methods used to build plant the higher 
the figure of merit of the plant will be and the higher the structural return loss. High values of struc-
tural return loss nean plant with high perfonnance capability. --

4.31 Strictly speaking, the structural return loss of a loaded cable is an index of the departure of the 
impedance of the actual circuit under measurement from the ideal characteristic impedance. Since, 

however, the precision balancing networks discussed in this sectionprecisely simulate the ideal character
istic impedance, the structural return loss is taken as the balance between the cable circuit under test 
and its corresponding precision balancing network used for the test. 

4.4 Since the structural ret-urn loss is dependent on the random combination of a large number of small 
reflected currents due to the factors in paragraph 4.2 above and in addition the phase of the reflec

ted currents vary with frequency, the resulting structural retu:i:n loss displays peaks and valleys over the 
frequency range measured. Examples of actual loaded cable pairs shown in Figs. 20-30 show the peak-and
valley-frequency effect. Structural return loss values are extremely high. This is indicative of cable 
plant with good figure of merit and therefore containing very small random irregularities. 

!, . 5 An examination of the SFSRL plots in Figs. 20-35 will indicate that there is some frequency where 
the value of the SRL is the lowest. This frequency together with this lowest (worst) SRL value 

within the 300 to 3000 cps range is !mown as the Critical Frequency Struct-ural Ileturn Loss ( CFSRL). It 
is this value of CFSRL in REI\. TE & CM-444, "Calculation of Net Loss of Negative Impedance Repeatered, Loaded 
Trunks", and REA. TE & CM-446, "Design of Two-llire D-66 Loaded Negative Resistance Repeatered Trunk Plant", 
which is used to compute repeater gains. For example, reference to Fig. 20 shows the CFSRL value to be 35,2 
db at the critical frequency of 2400 cps. 
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4,51 Important Note: In Figs. 20-30 the critical frequency structural return loss is also shown for a 
frequency range between 300 to 3400 cps, indicated as "3400 cycle band", With the D-66 loading system 

the cutoff frequency is well beyond 4500 cps and this means that a frequency band up to 3400 cps can be quite 
usable, The present voice frequency repeater equipment and 500 type telephone sets transmit well up to 3400 
cps. Further, many new trunk carrier systems are now being engineered for a 300 to 3400 cps band while others 
are being modified for improving their bandwidth characteristics. Therefore, when making acceptance tests on 
D-66 loaded cable plant, not only the 3000 but the 3400 cycle band CFSRL should be recorded, 

4.6 Single Frequency Structural Return Loss (SJJSRL) 

4.61 As discussed in paragraph 4,31 above the essential factor when maldng structural return loss 
measurements is that the cable pair at its far-end, and at the test hybrid. on its network side must 

each be terminated in precision networks which match the impedance of the cable over the entire frequency" 
range of interest to be measured. Therefore, measurement under precision network terminations constitutes 
a structural return loss measurement. In addition, if the measurements are made with conventional single 
frequency oscillator and AC-V'M-1 equipment, using point-by-point tecJ,..niquen measuring each frequency sepa
rately, the measurements are further termed sill(';le frequency or SF. Struct-ural return lt'.>ss measurements 
using point-by-point methods are termed Single Freg_uency Structural Return Loss or SFSRL. Paragraph 4.5 
above refers to SFSHL type of measurements, 

4.62 Devices of the single frequency oscillator and AC-VTVM type are available which measure the entire 
frequency range of interest in a loaded cable by sweeping through the entire range, Such equipment 

is known as Swept-band Oscilloscopes or Level Tracers and make possible substantial simplifications in 
testing. Their use is discussed in paragraph 7,2 below. 

4.63 The step-by-step measurement procedures for making the SFSRL measurements are discussed in 
paragraph 8. 

4.7 Echo Structural Heturn Loss (ESRL) 

4,71 In addition to the point-by-point, single frequency procedures of paragraph 4.6 above other methods 
are available which measure the structural return loss by a single measurement only. This is accom

plished by a source of random noise which replaces the single frequency oscillator.and a·noise measuritl". 
set, replacing the J\C-VTVM. The energy from the noise generator is evenly distributed throughout the 
voice frequency range. That is, all frequencies are present at the same time and approximately in the 
same amount of power. Because thenoise source generates a wide band of frequencies, a network is provi d 
to shape its output to match the frequency characteristics to normal message telephone channels, The ba1.-, 
of frequencies used for this purpose range from 500 to 2500 cps, 

4,72 The "echo" band in a message telephone circuit is considered to occupy the frequency range between 
500 to 2500 cps. It is thought to be representative of the frequencies which are important during 

talking conditions, Structural return loss measurements made with random noise equipment in this frequency 
range are classed Echo Structural Return Loss Measurements and abbreviated ESRL. The generator used to 
supply the random noise is the W. E. Co. 201.B Noise Generator using a 455B weighting network or the Northeast 
Electronics Company type TTS 56. The detector used to measure the returnccl noise power is the \-1, E. Co. 3A 
Noise Measuring Set using C-message weighting or the Northeast Electronics Company type TrS 37B or equivalent. 

4. 73 The step-by-step measurement procedures for malting the ESRL measurements are discussed in 
paragraph 8. 

5. THE HYBRID AND THEDRY OF OPERATION 

5.1 Throughout the above mentioned discussion of structural return loss the existence of a device capable 
of measuring this quantity has been tacitly assumed. This device is the hybrid coil or more generally 

known as the hybrid. While the hybrid may be described in various ways, it accomplishes the basic function 
of separating the two directions of transmission in an otherwise bidirectional transmission medium. That 
is, it provides with other associated equipment, a means for the transmit and receive branches of a circuit 
which are fundamentally derived on a four-wire basis to be routed over tbe same two-wire bidirectional line 
with emphasis on keeping the interaction to a min:iJID11Il, It should be noted that resistors may also be used 
as elements for performing a hybrid-type function, 

5.2 The hybrid is an inaispensable component of the telephone plant. Dne to its inherent capability of 
providing direction-of-transmission separation it did in fact mal~e t}:e introduction of elect,:-onic 

amplification in telephone plant possible and in this respect made lot1£i distance communication possible. 
The uses of the hybrid are many and varied. Some of the more prominent lw1,ricl applications are listed 
below. 

1AT&T Company's "Notes on Distance DialinG", 1961, Section 6. 
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5,21 In the Telephone Set. To separate the "transmitter" from the "rece:l7er" branch. 

5,22 Oil Two-'.Tire Operation of "V" T:,,>e '1epeate1·c. To separate the four-11ire -;;ransmission witJ-d.n the 
repeater from the two-1,h·e line, where two-11ire-line transmission is involved. 

5.23 On Four-Wire Operation of "V" T-JPe Repeaters. To combine the four-wire-line transmission to the 
user's two-wire telephone line. A llybrid operating in this manner is often knmm as a Four-\Tire 

Terminating Set, 

5,2!; In Carrier or l:!ultiplex Tiadio Circuits. All carrier derived circuits whether transistorized or 
vacuum tube, trunk or subscriber, open ,lire or cable, operate essentially on.a four-wire basis. 

'l.'hat is, each direction of transmission is electricall;r separated from the other direction. Hybrids are 
used for routing both direc·i;ions of voice frequency over the same two-wire line. In this respect, it is 
similar to the "V" type repeateJ: described in paraeraph 5.23 above. 

5,25 Terminal Balance for VIJL Circuits. Intertoll trunks, designed according to present transmission 
practices operate at ver-:r low net losses. To make this possible 11ithout objectionable echo or sing

inc an extensive degree of balancing must be applied. Of the devices usec1 for making this possible, the 
hybrld is an integral part. 

5,26 Measurement of Return Loss. This may include the return loss of two dissimilar impedances, the 
degree of terminal balance of a toll center, the return loss characteristics of a subscriber loop 

or generally any measurement which seeks to establish the degree of balance or match between the quantities 
under consideration. 

5,3 Figure 5 shows several examples where hybrids are required for the application intended, while 
Figure 6 shows some of the different types of hybrids in use. 

5,31 In examining the manner in which the hybrid accomplishes its intended function, the Wheatstone 
Bridge analogy offers a convenient means of explanation. For example, the four arms of the bridge 

can be thought of as the four essential elements normally associated with the hybrid. These are: 

A. The "transmit" branch, 

B. The "receive" branch. 

C, The two-wire line branch. 

D. The network branch. 

Fig, 7 shows the Wheatstone Bridge equivalent of the hybrid circuit and all of its associated 
components. 

5.32 In Fig. 7, when the arm RJ. equals arm P,2 and arm RN equals Rw, there is no difference of poten-
tial across the galvanometer terminals (G) and therefore no current flows through it. The galva

nometer therefore is at a null or the bridge is balanced, If arm RJ. still remains equal to arm R2 but now 
arm RN is not equal to arm R\·T then there is a difference of potential across the galvanometer terminals 
and a current flows through it. This is a current caused by the unbalance and its magnitude is determined 
simply by the degree of mismatch between RN and R\·T· 

5.33 In Figs. 7B and C the basic Wheatstone Bridge circuit is applied to the operation of the hybrid 
coil. For this reason the battery has been replaced by an oscillator, the galvanometer by a detec

tor or transmission measuring set and the resistors with impedances. When Z1 equals Ze and Zn.et equals 2-
wire line there is no difference of potential across the detector terminals and therefore no current flows 
through it. The detector is therefore at a null or the bridge is balanced. When Z1 still equals Ze but 
Zn.et is no longer equal to Ze-1-lire line there is a difference of potential across the detector terminals 
and a current flows through it. This is a current caused by the unbalance and its magnitude depends on 
the degree of mismatch between Zn.et and Ze-wire line. If the degree of the impedance match, measured 
as mentioned above, is that of a loaded line and its respective precision balancing network, the 
measurement is basically structural return loss which this section shows ho~, to make. 

5 .4 The above discussion J-.ao served to provide a general understandil1£s of t::e hybrid operation. In the 
paragraphs below, a more thorough explanation is now given by reference to Fig, 8 which shows a 

coil type hybrid having connected to its appropriate terminals an oscillator, a detector, a network and the 
two-wire line which match the impedances for which the hybrid has been designed. The resulting hybrid 
action when changes take place in certain of tl,e hybrid terminals is as foJJ.ows: 

5.41 If the line contains no irregularities, the signal from the oscillator terminals causes equal cur-
rent to flow in the Two-Hire Line and Network and no current enters the Detec.tor. That is, one

half the power delivered by the Oscillator to the hybrid coil goes to tbe Two-\lire Line and the other 
half to the Network. Therefore there is a 3 db (3.01 db to be more exact) loss between the Oscillator 
and the Two-Wire Line. 
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5.lr2 If ho11ever, the liae contains irregt,larities, part of the enerc;y on ·i;he Two-Hire Line (which is 
PJ.ready 3 o.b cl.o,m) re-enters the h;:r1)ric1. Again, one-half of this returned energy goes to the 

!)etector and the other half to the osdllo.tor. Therefore there is a 3 db loss between the Two-':/ire Line 
cmi'. chc., Detector. Tlms ·c::,e total hybricl tro.nsmission loss l)etveen tl,e Oscillator and Detector is 3-:-3 oJ· 
or o db. 

5.lr21 The 6 db transr.li.ssion loss between the Oscillator and Detector above assumes an "ideal" coil 
hybrid; that is one 11hich does not have iron or copper losses. \Tith practical hybrids ( that is, 

made out of physical c01:rponents) these copper losses usually amounting to 0.25 to 0.5 db must be 
added twice to the above 6 db thereby making the actual loss about 6. 5 to 7. 0 db (say 7. 0 db). 

5.422 The transmission loss of 7.'.) db through the hybrid, in the presence of line irregularities, must 
not be confnsed ,Tith the structural return loss, thou';h i'.ll,ere:1·c.1.:· the measurement of the 

r.tructurrl return locs includes this 7. 0 db automatically. Stated in ano·i;her way, when making the 
ctruch.1ral retnrn loss measurements, this 7.0 db loss characteristic of the hybrid coil must be accounted 
for (subtracted). 

5.43 In Fig. 8, if the h;ybrid terminals where the Two-'.'iire Line is connected are open-circuited or short-
circuited the resulting transmission loss through the hybrid will lJe 6. 5 to 7. 0 db as above. This 

is because the power division within the hybrid coil as described in paragraph 5.41 still takes place but 
in addition there is now a return loss between the impedance of the Network and the open or shorted terminals 
of the Two-Hire Line side of the hybrid whl.ch must be added. This return loss however is O db so that the 
total loss again :ls 6. 5 to 7. 0 db. Note: · !hen making the actual measurements, described :ln paragraphs '7 
and 8 the trans-hybrid loss :ls automatically accounted for at all freg_uencies of measurement during the 
calibration procedure. 

5.44 Another significant property of the coil hybrid indispensable in singing point work (for determining 
available ge,in of "V" type repeaters) but mentioned here only for completeness is that if the Network 

'cerminals of the coil b;ybrid are alternatel,_y 92ened or shorted while the Tuo-'.-lire Line hybrid terminals are 
being nhorted or opened, the coil hybrid oct::: an though it were essentially a repeating coil. The only 
transmission lossincurred is the normal insertion loss of the coils, 

6. p;nNCWLE UNDE:RLYil!G THE MEA.SURI<HENT OF S'I'I!UCTURAL RETURN LOSS 

5.1 Fi3. 8 shows the connections of the test eg_uipment and cable pair under test for the measurement of the 
cable structural return loss. By reference to this figure the principle underlying the structural 

,turn loss mcasurementc can now be summarized as follows: 

The coil bybri.:l acts as an a.c. bridge. In this bridge: 

A 600 obm oscillator and a 600 ohm detector make up two of the arms of this bridge, Since their 
:lnrped~ces are equn:!. and at bOO obms, they do not directly enter into the measurement of the 
struct,a·al ).•etu:cn loss. 

The precision balancing. network on one side of the hybrid and the calJle pair under test terminated in 
a similar precj_sion 1.mlancin:; networl: on the other side make up the remaining other two sides of the 
brid 0e. It :ls the ':8.riations in these two sides of the br:ld.6e which give rise to the ntructural 
retnrn loss. 

I!ow, p:cccision lx:iJ.cmcinc; network (A) preclsely matches precision balancing network (B). If in 
c-.d.9-i tion, the cao:cc unc1er tes !; p~ecisely matches precision balancing network (B) 1 these two arms of the 
briu.c::e are perfectly lJalanced, t:1ere is no reflectec', energ,J I no current flows through the detector I the 
cle·cector reac1s zero o.nd therefore the s·~ructural return loss is in:fini te. 

If the cable under test contains irrec,·ularHies its impedance cloes not match network (B) and the two 
arms of the bridc;e are unbalanced, enerc;y is returned to the hybrid, current flows through the detector 
and a finite readin£; is obtained. This reading corresponds to the value of' the structural return loss 
at the frequency of measurement. 

7. REQUIRED TEST EQUIUIBll'r 

7 .1 The following type and number of measuring eg_uipment is reg_uil·,~d for making the SFSRL measurements in 
D-66, H-88 and D-66/H-88 loaded cables: 

7 .11 Two W. E., Co. 120P or Altec Lansing Co, 15189 repeating coils wired as per Figure 9 for making up coil 
test hybrid or Ceeco Co. type C--lOlA Test H;y-brid or other eg_uivalents, 

7.12 One, Hewlett Packard Co. type ,!o>B, 200CD, 200J. oscillator or eg_uivalent. 

7,13 One, Hewlett Packard Co, 403B, A, 400D, H, L AC-VTVJ:.I 01· ectuiv-alent. 
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7.14 One, 600 ohm,:: l°fo, l.watt carbon resistor on double banana plug, 

7,15 Two precision networks for 19, 22 or 24 gauge D-66 loaded cables. REA design of' Figure 3 or Ceeco 
Co. type C-115DL, or CAC Co. type 115DL. 

7,16 Two precision networks for 19 or 22 gauge H-88 cables, W. E. Co. type 115H, or Ceeco Co. type C-115H 
or C-100 Test Set or equivalent. Two precision networks for 24 gauge H-88 loaded cables, W. E. Co. 

type 115AL, 

7,17 Two decade capacitor boxes, Ceeco Co. type C-100 Test Set or Heath Co. type DC-1 or Precise Co. 
Type 478, 

7,2 Oscilloscopic equipment of' the swept frequency type, also known as Level Tracers, can be used for making 
the SFSRL measurements which very substantially reduces the measurement time and effort. The Siemens

Halske Co. type Rel 3K 211b Level Tracer and the Hallamore Co. type TMS-0100 of' Swept Band Set can be used, 
The Siemens-Halske type Rel 3K 211b Level Tracer can be used for both the H-88 and D-66 loaded cables since 
its upper frequency limit is 6000 cps. The Siemens Level Tracer also contains a built-in hybrid, thereby 
eliminating the need for the·external hybrid discussed in paragraph 7,11. 

7,3 The following type and number of' measuring equipment is required for making the ESRL measurements in 
D-66, H-88 and D-66/H-88 loaded cables: 

7.31 Hybrid, precision network and capacitor building-out equipment as per pa:~agraphs 7.11, 7,15 (and 7.16) 
and 7.17, respectively. 

7,32 One W. E. Co. 2011?_ Noise Generator with 455B Network, or N. E. Electronics Co. TTS-56 or equivalent. 

7,33 One W. E. Co, 3A Noise Measuring Set or N. E, Electronics Co. TTS-37B or equivalent, 

8. STEP-BY-STEP MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE 

8.01 The type of test equipment, equipment connections, calibration and measurement procedure for D-66, H-88 
and D-66/H-88 loaded cables are shown in Figs. 10-14 for the SFSRL measurements and Figs, 15-19 for the 

ESRL measurements. The discussion in paragraphs 8.1 and 8.2 below apply directly to the SFSRL measurements. 
Paragraph 8.5 discusses ESRL considerations. 

8.1 Frequency Range Which Must Be Measured 

8.11 The band of' frequencies which must be measured is from 200 cps to 4500 cps for D-66 and up to 3500 cps 
for H-88 and D-66/H-88 compensated cables. The critical frequency structural return loss, abbreviated 

CFSRL, is the lowest value of structural return loss between 300 and 3000 cps. It is this value which is used 
in carrying out the repeater circuit design when computing available repeater gain and the resulting net loss. 

8.2 Sending Level and Calibration for SF Measurements 

8.21 Because the test equipment setup is calibrated to produce O dbm (zero dbm) on the detector when the 
hybrid "Line" terminals are short-circuited, the direct reading of' the AC-VTVM in minus dbm is the 

actual value of structural return loss in db when making the measurement and no other correction to the meter 
reading is needed. This is illustrated in Figs. 10-14. 

8.22 The above calibration procedure for setting the oscillator output level to produce O dbm on the AC-VTVM 
when the hybrid "Line" terminals are shorted is but one method for calibrating out the transhybrid loss. 

That is, the power division loss which is inherent in every coil type hybrid and is 3 db in each direction 
plus core losses of 0.3 to 0.5 db or approximately 7,0 db total. This transhybrid loss must not be charged to 
the measurement and for this reason it is calibrated out. 

8.23 The same result can be obtained by calibrating out from the measurement the 7 db transhybrid loss by 
using an alternate method. This is to connect the 600 ohm oscillator directly into an external 600 

ohm resistor and set the oscillator output level to read +7 dbm on the AC-VTVM across the external 600 ohm 
resistor. Either calibration methoµ will give the same results. When using this method the SRL in db is 
again the direct reading of the AC-VTVM in minus dbm. For example, with the cable connected if' the reading 
of the AC-VTVM is -29 dbm, at a given frequency, the SRL value is 29 db at the same frequency. 

8.24 There can be many calibration levels which can be used which will give the same overall results. The 
reason that the method of paragraph 8.22 or 8.23 is used is because they are simple and allow the 

readings to be direct. No corrections are necessary and this saves time. Sometimes it also eliminates simple 
mistakes such as add\ng or subtracting. But if for some reason other calibration levels are necessary, good 
results can still be obtained. For example, if the calibration is performed as follows: Connect the 600 ohm 
oscillator directly into the external 600 ohm load and set the oscillator output level for the AC-VTVM which 
is connected across the 600 ohm resistor to read O dbm (zero dbm). Now when the oscillator (with its output 
level control unchanged) is connected into the hybrid and the SRL measurement is made, the readings in the 
AC-VTVM will no longer be direct. Because the 7 db (approximately) transhybrid loss has not been accounted 
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for in the calibration the readings on the AC-VTVM will be lower (SRL will look better by 7 db) so that 7 
db must be subtracted from the SRL reading. Assume, for example, when using this calibration method the 
AC-VTVM reads -32dbm when the measurement is made. This means that the SRL reading is 32 db but the correct 
value of SRL is 32 -7dbm or 25 db, Assume that the calibration level ~or the same example has been -10 dbm 
for a valid reason. When the SRL measurement is made this means that 10 + 7 or 17 db must be subtracted 
from the meter reading to obtain the correct SRL value! 

8.25 Some of the more important reasons for calibrating at levels lower than that of paragraph 8.11 may 
be to avoid possibility of inducing interference into other working pairs or the test equipment 

may not be capable of delivering the +7 dbm required for the direct (no correction) measurement. The type 
of equipment shown herein is capable of an output level of +7 dbm into an external 600 ohm resistor so 
that this will not be a p,roblem. 

In calibration method can be used and will ive ood results if one is careful 
to a ro riate corrections in the meter readin s. The methods of ar rahs .22 
and ,23 are direct and do not re uire corrections· whatever the meter reads· that is the 
answer also. The calibration methods of paragraphs .21 and ,23 are used in Figs. 10-1 
and all SFSRL examples herein. 

8,3 Sending Level and Calibration for Echo Measurements 

8.31 The discussion in the above paragraphs for SFSRL measurements apply equally well to the ESRL 
measurements with regard to the 7 db transhybrid loss and calibrating levels. The detector equip

ment, however, used in the ESRL measurements is calibrated in different units; namely dbrn-C. For this 
reason some modification of the terminology is necessary and a brief explanation of this is given below: 

8.32 The 3A ffl1S will read O dbrn-C in "NM-600 ohm", "Flat" or "C-Message Wt." position when a test tone 
of -90 dbm at 1000 cps is applied to its input terminals and 90 dbrn-C with a O dbm, 1000 cps test 

tone. Single frequency test power inputs at frequencies other than 1000 cps are properly weighted by the 
3A NMS when in the "C-Message Wt." position, according to frequency. When the 201B Noise Generator is 
set for an output of O dbm power the corresponding reading on the 3A NMS C-Message Wt., is approximately 
90 dbrn-C when the two are directly connected. If the noise generator, set for the ·same output power, is 
now connected through the hybrid for the ESRL measurement (PBN connected on one 2-wire side of the hybrid 
with the other side open or shorted) the new reading on the 3A will be approximately 83 dbrn-c. The 7 db 
reduction in power is the transhybrid loss due to the coil hybrid. To account for the 7 db transhybrid 
loss the Noise Generator output i.s set for +7 dbm (97 dbrn-C directly into the noise generator) which is 
approximately 90 dbrn-C when connected with the test hybrid in the calibrate position. In the measuring 
position, when the cable pair under test is connected to the hybrid terminals the reading on the 3A NMS 
becomes lower. The difference between the 90 dbrn-C in the "calibrate" position and the new dbrn-C 
reading in the "measure' position is the ESRL value in db. 

8.4 Correct Settings for Precision Balancing Networks 

8.41 A discus.sion is given of the components in a precision balancing network (abbreviated PBN) used in 
the measurement because if improperly connected or used it can lead to SRL measurements which are 

not correct. The PBN used in the measurement consists of three parts: 

a. The basic network 

b, Components for making the end-section variable for H-88 loading only. 

c, Components for changing the gauge from 19 to 22 or 24. 

8.42 The basic network in (a) consists of capacitors, inductors and resistors to simulate D-66 loading 
with· 2250 feet end section (0,5 or mid-section impedance) but only 900 feet end section· for H-88 

loading. These-components are permanently connected and not externally accessible for changing. 

IMPORTANT NOTE: THE REASON THAT THE D-66 BASIC NETWORK IS A FIXED 2250 FEET IS BECAUSE D-66 LOADED 
TRUNK CABLES ARE ENGINEERED TO HAVE 2250 FOOT END SECTIONS (0.5 END SECTIONS). 
EXISTING H-88 CABLES ON THE OTHER HAND, ARE FOUND WITH MANY END SECTION LENGTHS 
AND THE BASIC NETWORK IS THEREFORE MADE VARIABLE TO ACCOMMODATE THIS. 

8. 4 3 As pointed out in paragraph 8. 42 ·above, for D-66 loaded cables the basic end section of the 
precision network is 2250 feet without any additional building-out capacitor. For H-88 loading, a 

variable capacitor (CBO) is provided with the basic network for building-out to the particular length of 
the end section of the cable. The capacitance of both this CBO in the PBN in microfarads (or feet) plus 
the basic network e uivalent ca acitance determines the total end-section value of the PBN. For example, 
to set a D-66 PBN to have a total end section of 0,5 2250 feet the amount of CBO required is: 

2250' -2250' = 0 feet, additional 
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To set an H-88 PBN to have a total end section of 0,5 (30J0 feet) the amount of CBO required is: 

3000 1 -900 1 = 2100 feet, additional 

This 2100 feet is strapped in building-out capacitor CBOl shown in Figs. 13-14 and 18-19 for H-88 loading. 

8.44 Resistors and capacitors are also included in the PBN for the correct cable gauge. In D-66 loaded cablet 
the same PBN is used for 19, 22 and 24 gauge exchange type cables. For H-88 loading the same PBN can 

only be used withl9 and-22 gauge exchange type cables. For 24 gauge, H-88 loaded, a separate network must be 
used (W. E. Co. 115AL). For D-66 PBN's the gauge is readily set by a simple strap or by a switch which selects 
the desired gauge, For H-88 PBN•s this is not possible. The gauge terminals are numbered and the numbers are 
different for the various manufacturers. For this reason, for H-88 loading, consult the instructions of the 
manufacturer for the particular PBN used in the measurement. 

8.45 The terminals of the PBN which conneot to the "Nm'- side of the hybrid are normally numbered 1 and 2 
for the particular type of units shown herein. The CBO where used is also strapped across the same 

terminals 1 and 2. (Consult the instructions of the manufacturer if other type of PBN is used for the actual 
terminal numbering - they can be different.) 

8.46 As discussed in paragraph 8.4 above, because D-66 loaded trunk plant is engineered and built for 2250 
feet end sections the structural return loss measurement is made with D-66 PBN's having 2250 feet end 

sec~ions. The Ceeco (Communication Equipment and Engineering Company) type C-115DL PBN and the CAC (Communi
ca~ions Apparatus Corporation) type 115DL PBN are l}etworlrn with such built-in 2250 foot end sections, For 
this reason the additional building-out capacitor sho1m as CBOl in Figs. 13-14 and 18-19 for H-88 loading is 
not required with D-66 loading, In Figs. 10-12 and 15-17 for D-66 loading no CBOl capacitor is shown in 
the PBN. 

3.!;7 For H-88 loadinG or for measuring at the H-88 end of a D-66/H-88 loaded cable the basic PBN end section 
is 900 feet. This was discussed in paragraph 8.42 and in the example given in paragraph 8.43, For 

nl8,l:ing measurements therefore on H-88 cables havine; 0. 5 end sections (3000 feet) additional capacitance is 
required in the basic H-88 P:SIT. This is the function of capacitor CBOl sh01m in Figs, 13-14 and 18-19. The 
vo.lue of this capacitor is set as follows: 

Basic PBN Capacitance 
Total Required Capacitance 

Difference 

900 feet 
3000 feet 
2100 feet 

S.'herefore, before proceedinc with the measurement, capacitor CBOl is set for 2100 feet because thii:; represents a 
capacitance value of 0.033 microfarads based on 0.083 microfarad per mile cable, 

8.!;8 Having connected the PB,!' s 1 and 2 for 0. 5 end sections, as discussed above, the SRL measurement is 
made and the results entered in the "Data Sheets". 

8. 5 l-!aximizing the Structural Return Loss 

8.51 The structural return loss measurement made with the PBNS' set for 0,5 end sections as described above 
does not normally yield the best structural return loss which the loaded cable is capable of. Though 

the 1:1easured value may be sufficiently high the actual value itself may be even better than this. In other 
cases the results of the meas~rement may be indicative of an apparent poor return loss in the outside plant. 
The reasons for this are as follows : 

a. The cable may not be exactly 0.5 end section in physical length but somewhat longer or shorter than 
this, 

b. The mutual capacitance at the end section of the pair under test may be somewhat larger or smaller 
than 0.083 microfarads per mile, 

c. For exis tirIB plant lioth the pair capacitance at the end section and its physical length can vary 
from standard values and further the values themselves may be different than present objectives 
in use. 

d, Dhortening or lengthening of the end section due to relocations; highway crossings, etc. 

e. 11inor amounts of moisturl" or other contamination in the cable end section. 

8.52 To assure that the values measured are the best values possible, "maximization" is used. That is, that 
value of structural return loss is determined which gives the best performance, so to speak, possible 

from the outside plant. lla:d.mizing the structural return loss is accomplished by means of an external variable 
capacitor sho,m as C2 in Fi:::;s. 10-19, By this means, such adverse factors as those discussed in paragraph 8, 51 
(a) to (e) a1iove, which would tend to degrade the value of structural return loss, are eliminated. 'l'he actual 
procedure for accomplishing this is discussed in paragraphs 8.521 to 8.52h. 
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8,521 An additional variable capacitor (sho,m as capacitor C2 in Figs. 10-19) should be connected across the 
"Line" terminals of the hybrid, that is, directly across the ·cable pair, Va:cy-this capacitor. If 

this improves the SFSRL or .IBRL (particularly in the 2500 to 3000 band for SFSRL measurements as discussed in 
paragraph 8.524 below), this means that the end-section at the hybrid location is electrically shorter than 0.5 
though in physical lengths at 0,5, Capacitor C2 should be varied until the optimum value of SRL is obtained 
and the data recorded in the Data Sheets, Use this value of SRL instead of that obtained in paragraph 8,48 
above using the 0,5 end sections, 

8.522 If the variable capacitor across the cable pair as discussed in paragraph 8,521 above results in 
poorer values•of SRL for either SFSRL or E3RL measurements (again, particularly in the 2500-3000 

cps band for the SFSRL measurements) than the values of paragraph 8.48 above this means that the end-section 
at the hybrid location is electrically longer than 0.5 though in physical length at 0.5. Remove this 
capacitor from the "cable" side of the hybrid and connect it to the "net" side of the hybrid, that is 
directly across PBN No. 1 terminals 1 and 2, This is sho,m as capacitor Cl in Figs. 10-19, Vary this 
capacitor (connected across the "net" hybrid terminals) until the optimum value of SRL is obtained and 
record this value of SRL in the "Data Sheets", Use this value of SP.I, instead of that obtained in 
paragraph 8.48 above. 

· 8. 523 Finally, if this building-out capacitor connected on the "Line" terminals of the hybrid (across 
cable) or across the "Net" hybrid terminals' (across PBN No, 1) lowers the value of SRL as obtained 

in paragraph 8.liE above this mean.s that the end-section adjacent to the hybrid is not only 0.5 in length, 
but also 0,5 electrically (which is really the :lmportant consideration) and the SRL values measured in 
paragraph 8.48 ~ the optimum values. 

8.524 The above procedure for adjusting the end-sections result in obtaining the ''best possible" or 
optimum value of SRL. When making the actual SFSRL measurements, the decision as to "when" the 

"best possible" or optimum SRL has been obtained will not be one-hundred percent clear cut and some adjustment 
will be required, This is because each time the value or position (with respect of the hybrid) of the build
ing out capacitor is changed the entire waveshape of the SRL will also change. At some frequencies where the 
SRL was better, it may now become worse while at other frequencies the reverse will occur, However, at some 
important range of frequencies the SRL will :lmprove and this is what the CBO procedure is intended to accom
plish, In SFSRL measurements this frequency band of interest is the 2500 to 3000 cps range because in a 3 
kc/s band, this range would offer the greatest possibility for repeater singing problems, On the other hand, 
when using this procedure the CBO must not degrade unduly t:tre remaining frequency band from 300 to 2500 cps. 
For example, this lower band should remain at an SRL level higher than the 2500 to 3000 cps band. Again 
jud(Pllent will be required on this. Elcperience in making these measurements will make the selection of the 
optimum condition relatively easy, The above comments are not applicable to the ESRL measurements. There, 
a given amount and location of CBOwill either :lmprove or degrade the return loss. The CBO resulting in the 
best ESRL should, of course, be recorded. 

8.6 Location Which is Controlling on the Measurement 

8.61 The effect of the far-end PBN (or No. 2 PBN) normally is not as controlling on the values of the SRL 
which are measured at the sending-end. This is because the attenuation tends to mask small irregu

larities at the far end as a result of PBN No, 2 not precisely matching the cable end-section at that end and 
by the time this small irregularity arrives at the sending-end its value is high so that it does not change 
the value of SRL in any significant way. The above holds only when the circuit attenuation is substantial, 8 
to 10 db or higher. If the circuit attenuation, however, is 5 to 8 db or lower the far-end will effect the 
sending-end SRL. For this reason, the COO at the PBN No. 2 location (sho1m as 0002 in the H-88 examples and 
C3 in the D-66 examples) nrust be varied also until the optimum SRL is obtained at the sending-end. Regardless 
of the circuit attenuation, it is advisable at the end of the measurement steps discussed in paragraphs 8.4 
to 8.5 above to vary the C3 (or CB02 for H-88 loading) at the far-end until the optimum SRL bas been obtained 
at the sending-end. This optimum SRL is the SRL values which should be recorded in the "Data Sheets". It is 
obvious, of course, that if the measurement location is reversed, the far-end section PBN which was not of 
extreme importance before will now be the controlling factor. The above considerations are applicable equally 
to SFSRL and E3RL measurements, 

8,7 Treatment of Mixed Cable Gauges 

8,71 Cables which are uniform in gauge, that is, all 22-gauge D-66 or all 19-gauge H-88, etc., for the 
entire circuit length will be much easier to measure for SRL than cables of mixed gauges, The measure

ment of mixed gauges is discussed i_n paragraph 8,72 below. For uniform gauge cables the only adjustment which 
may be required during the measurement will be in the capacitance of the end-section adjacent to the hybrid 
location resulting in the "optimum" value of SRL for the particular cabl_e under test, The procedure for 
accomplishing this is discussed below, 

8,72 Due to the measuring complexity which mixed gauges present, it is recommended that when the measurement 
is made the PBN gauge settings be changed alternately from one gauge to the next starting with the 

sending-end PBN and then with the far-end PBN until the combination in gauges is found which yields the 
optimum SRL which is possible for the particular layout. This procedure applies equally to SFSRL and ESRL 
measurements. 
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H,<8 Use of· Level Tracer Equipment 

8.81 Where the cable to be measured consists of only one uniform gauge and where the end-sections are close 
to O. 5 in length it -wn/1 be found that t~e measurement b.ecomes relatively simple using the single fre

quency .techniques and the test equipment shown .in·Figs. 10-14 herein. Where the end-sections are longer or 
~horter than 0,5 and/or where mixed gauges are involved the measurement complexity and the time required in
creases, This is because especially with SFSRL or point-by-point measurement techniques each time a change 
is made, for example, ·in end-section CBO, PBN gauge, etc,, the entire frequency band must be plotted and the 
pomparison made to see if this change has improved the SRL. Thus, for SRL measurements the major disadvantage 
becomes one of time, but the results of point-by-point measurements are nevertheless valid, 

8,82 The above type of SFSRL measurements become relatively simple if swept-band type oscilloscopes are 
available for use. These devices allow the entire band to be observed at a glance, The result of any

one adjustment or adjustments during the measurement procedure can be immediately seen and analyzed, Thus, 
the conditions which'. give optimum.SRL can now be accurately pinpointed, _Because such swept-band devices 
greatly facilitate measurements they should be used whenever they are available, The Siemens-Halske Rel 3K 
211b _Level Tracer of the Lear/Siegler Swept-Band Oscilloscopes can be used with good results, Typical 
measurement examples when using the Siemens-Halske Level Tracer are shown in Figure 35, 

8.9 Other Important donsijlerations_. 

tl,91 The structural return loss measurements must be made at the loca'Gion where the repearter equipment w:1,11 
normally be located and operated. For example, in a toll connecting trunk application where the 

terminal repeater will be located at the Class-5 office, the structural return loss measurement must be made 
from that office. That _is iihe test hybrid must be located at the office where the repeater will be located. 
1-lhere repeaters will be loMted at each of two terminal offices measurements must be made from each office 
for the same cable. In intermediate repeater applications the measurements must be made from the repeater 
location but looking in eacp cable direction. · 

8.911 It is advisable that measurements on the same cable·be made in each direction. 'Illis helps detect 
irregularities.which may still be present but which the measurement from one end only may not reveal. 

This comes about· from the intervening circuit attenuation. If the attenuation is appreciable, say 12 db at 
2800 cps, the round-trip circuit attenuation will be at least 24 db, even though the far-circuit end may be 
open or shorted, and this wiil also be the min:l.mum value of SRL a1;, the measuring end. In other words, if an 
irregularity exists which is far from the point of measurement the intervening attenuation will mask it and 
reflect it as a fairly good value of SRL at the measuring point. To assure against this occurring if the 
measuremE!lnt is now made from the opposite end, the value of SRL will be much lower (less masking attenuation) 
and thus muqh easier ·to detect, 

8.92 Prior to making measurements on D-66/H-88 loaded cables joined by the D-66/H-88 junction impedance 
compensator (For the configuration of the junction compensator refer to REA. TE & CM-431, Fig. 1) 

assure by checking that the compensation is properly designed and correctly inserted into the cables. That 
is, that the proper value of building-out capacitors for the D-66 and H-88 sides have been provided and that 
the D-66 terminals of the compensator are connected to the D-66 loaded cable and the H-88 compensate. •ermi
nals to the H-88 cable. Also inspect the connections to determine that no pairs have been split. Th~se 
checks are in addition to the CBO and gauge considerations discussed in the above paragraphs. 

9. EXPEx::TED MEASURED PERFOFMANCE 

9.1 Field measurement data have substantiated the structural return loss performance on which the D-66 
design has been predicated. Where more than routine care has been taken to design,· stake and build the 

plant this is also refl~cted in SRL1s exceeding the minimum expected values. '.lb.ere the cable is of one single 
uniform gauge this also :esults in higher values of SRL. Lastly, where the cable consists of one gauge and 
one size (for example, 25 pair, 22 gauge for the-entire circuit length) ~his produces the highest value of 
sru:, possible. This is because in plastic color codedcables like numbered pairs of like gauge and like size 
tend to have the least amount of mutual capacitance deviation f~m one reel to another (for the same manufac
turer). For this reason with color-to-color splicing of the same numbered pairs in the SF.ae binder groups 
this results in uniform capacitance between each loading section which in turn results'in higher than normal 
values of SRL. 

9.2 For cables which are uniform gauge D-66 loaded for their entire length and which meet the load spacing 
deviations of Section 431, "Voice Frequency Loading For Trunk Cables", paragraphs 3.4 and 3,5 and the 

cable mutual capacitance deviation requirements in the REA. PE Cable specifications, a.minimum value of 25 db 
SFSPJ:, at the critical frequency (CFBRL) and 32 db EBRL minimum are expected. 

9.3 For cables which are uniform gauge D-66 loaded for their entire length and where the load spacing is 
better than the minimum requirements of Section 431, paragraphs 3.4 or 3.5 and/or where a single gauge 

and single size is used, valueo of 30 to as much.as 35 db CFSRL can be expected as minimum values (worse 
values) and 42 db ESRL, 
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9,4 D-66 loaded cables measuring 22 db or less for CFSRL contain significant irregularities and require 
corrective action, Though for.a particular applicatiqn a value of 22 db CFSRL may be adequate, the 

outside plant facilities nevertheless~ meet the standards to which they have been engineered, 

9,5 D.lustrative cases shown in Figs, 20-30 indicate values of SFSRL on D-66 loaded cables which have been 
measured in·REA borrowers• systems and which are considered typical, These examples are illustrative 

of the performance wl;liclh can be expected upon measurement for the various conditiolll;I discussed in 
paragraphs 9.1 to 9,3 above. 

10, DATA SHEETS FOR REXJORDING MEASUREMENTS 

10,1 The forms used to record the SFSRL and ESRL measurements and the other information which is required 
are shown in "Data Sheet - Struptural Return Loss Measurements" 

10.2 When making the measurements, it is essential that the outside plant facility configuration be 
accurately lmo~m, including the manner by which the measurements have been carried out and any adjust

ments which have been found necessary, This information is necessary in order to analyze the results and 
determine whether the objectives are being met or whether corrective action is required. Besides serving as 
a record for initial acceptance measurements, it also provides the plant forces with a powerful tool for per
fonning routine testing on these circuits or for correcting problems should they occur. It is extremely 
difficult to evaluate results of transmission measurements, to make reconnnendations for correction of 
transmission problems or to perfonn routine testing when plant and/or test records are lacking or incomplete. 

11. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS IN FIGURES 20-35 

11,l (Fig. 20) The worst value of single frequency structural return loss (CFSRL) for this layout is 35.2 
db at approximately 2390 cps in the 300-3000 cps band, thereafter called' 113000 cycle band" and the 

echo structural return loss (ESRL) is 41.0 db. The reason for this good performance is due to (a) the load 
spacing deviation of the as-built plant being 0,3 percent (b) the cable mutual capacitance measured between 
loading points being very nearly 0.083 microfarads per mile and (c) uniform gauge. Factors (a) and (b) 
above are the more important ones. Because the consulting engineer for this project was aware of the 
importance of good loading and implemented this through his resident engineer on the job by exercising extra 
care in locating the loading points very accurately, the SRL is as good as it can be obtained. Thus, it pays 
to do a better than routine 'ob whenever this is ossible. There is one other important observation in the 
SRL in this layout, This is that the CFSRL in a 3 00 cps band is also very good at 33,5 db. ·This comes 
,bout, again, from the good spacing but also because the capacitance of this pair is 'uniformly 0.083 mf, 

enever the air mutual ca acitance is uniforml .083 microfarads er mile for the entire cable route of 
,er hi h SRL values should bee ected not onl in the 3000 c cle band but even u to 000 cs, For 

· example, at 000 cps the SRL of this pair is 31,3 db and this is quite good, 

11.02 (Fig, 21) This is a d-ifferent pair in the same cable and t:runk group as the pair shown in Fig, 20. 
The 3000 cycle band CFSRL is 30.3 db and the JiBRL 35.5 db. The SHL for this pair also reflects the 

ca.re given for obtaining good load spacing. The reason that this pair has a, 5 db (approximately) lower 
CFSRL compared with the pair in Fig. 20 is because the mutual capacitance in this pair is slightly different 
than 0.083 microfarads per mile. Therefore it has a lesser value of CFSRL. However, this is entirely normal. 
In a group of pairs (in the same cable sheath and the same trunk group) having unusually high values of SRL 
the differences in the values between the different pairs will normally be large, This is because the SRL is 
already so high that even very small deviations become important. It should also be noted that the SRL for 
this pair stays ver,J good even up to 4000 cps. 

11.03 (Fig. 22) The 3RL for this pair is very good up to about 26oO cps but it becomes rapidly worse at 
ffequencies higher than this. This is despite the good load spacing in this cable route. The 

reason f?r this is that the cable pair in question was measured and found to have a capacitance of approxi
mately 9.087 microfarads per mile (instead of the desired 0,083 value) but this capacitance was uniform for 
the entire cable route. This makes the return loss at the higher frequencies to be not as good as the lower 
frequency values. It can also be noted that the ESRL remains very high at 40,5 db. This is because the echo 
band, as discussed in paragraph 4,72 above is between 500 to 2500 cycles and in this frequency region the SRL 
is very good despite the higher than normal capacitance of this cable pair. The CFSRL is 30.2 db up to 3000 
cps. This meets the objective and is actually better than the objective, Thus, with tne 'J-66 loading system, 
if the load spacing is good, even pairs with higher mutual capacitance than that desired can still give good 
values of structuTal return loss in a 3000 cps band if the cable capacitance remains uniformly high for the 
entire cable route. 

11.04 (Fig. 23) In this figure the SRL of the same pair shown in Fie;. 22 is shown but measured from the 
opposite office. It is now seen by comparing Figs. 22 and 23 that the SRL values are not the same. 

They should not be e:·:pectet1 to be the same. The irregularities in a J.oa.ded cable will normally be different 
when viewed from tl1e o:riposi s;e circuit ends. The values of their CFST:L, however, should be comparable. In the 
3000 cycle band the c1.iffere,'::c, is 3,2 dt (33.J; -30,2 clb) and this is considered normal. This figure also 
shows the effect of builclir:,. ,,·,.t capacitance. For example, by placine; the 0,009 microfarad capacitor to build 
out the 3912 foot section, L,,e SilL is improved considerably above 2200 cps. Tbii, improvement is 6 db at 2500 
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cps and 2,3 db at 3000 cps. Therefore, if capacitance building out is not used where needed the result:!•~g 
SRL will be lower than that which can be realized, 

ll,05 (Figs, 24-25) The same pair is measured in these figures but from opposite directions. It is seen 
that the waveshape is not the same, again, because the irregularity is not the same in each direction 

of transmission. However, the critical values are close enough so that they can be considered to be within 
the normal range of variati9n, In Fig, 24 the CFSRL is 30.3 db, whereas in Fig, 25 it is 31.0 db. However, 
whereas in Fig, 24 the CFSRL is at about 2660 cps, in Fig. 25 it is at 3100 cpc and this is also considered 
normal .. The CFSRL values meet the objectives when measured from each oftice. 

ll.o6 (Fig. 26) The SRL is very high up to about 26oo cps but this pattern is not maintained for frequencies 
higher than this, This is despite the good load spacing, the uniform gauge and the uniform size of 

the cable, This can be explained by the 0.088 microfarad per mile mutual capacitance for this pair for the 
entire route which is higher than the desired value of .083, However, because the D-66 loading has a wide 
band, this affect does not begin to show until frequencies of 3000 cps or higher, Thus, very good SRL values 
are obtained in this band despite the high capacitance of the cable pair. The 3000 cycle band CFSRL is 29, 5 
db and this is considered quite good. 

ll,07 (Figs, 27-28) In Figs. 27 and 28 it is shown what· can be expected as the worst values of CFSRL with 
D-§6 loading when the pair capacitance is higher than the desired .083 microfarads per mile, but is 

uniformly high at this value for the entire route and when the load spacine is also good. It can be seen that 
the respective CFSRL values are 26.8 and 27.3 db and these are about the worst values which should be expected. 
The ESRL values are 36.0 and 38.0 db and these values should be considered typical for D-66 loading under the 
conditions indicated. 

11.08 (Figs. 29-30) These are illustrative of what can be expected with mixed gauges. The CFSRL values 
are nn.tch lower than the values in the previous figures for uniform gauge. For example, the respec

tive CFSRL values are 25.5 and 25.6 db. The critic.al frequency is now at the low end of the band at 300 
cps,• Because the precision balancing net is set for one particular gauge only it is not possible to match 
the many gauges in the outside plant. What therefore results is a compromise value of SRL, The higher fre
quency SRL, starting at frequencies higher than 2000 cps, is not affected by the mixture of gauges. Mixing 
the different gauges affects frequencies lower than 1000 cycles and especially around 300 cps. The reason 
that the high frequency SRL is not as good is because of the different values of capacitance in the loading 
sections. For the pairs shown some sections measured were found to have a mutual capacitance lower than the 
desired value of . o83 microfarads per mile while others had higher capacitance than this. Thus, the nn.ttual 
capacitance value is not uniform throughout the cable route. For this reason the high frequ<mcy CFSRL for 
these pairs is ·not nearly as good as for the pairs in the previous figures. There the capacit1¥1ce was highe: 
than .083 microfarads per mile but this value was uniformly the same for the entire cable route. 

ll,09 (Fig. 31) This H-88 loaded pai;r is typical of what can be expected in an H-88 loaded system which 
has (a) close to ideal end-sections (b) reference spacing deviation better than .5 percent (c) uniform 

gauge (d) R-lS cable capacitance deviation of 1.7 percent and (e) random splicing. The CFSRL is 22,5 db at 
16oo cps in a 3000 cps band. It should be noted that the SRL of the cable becomes extremely poor at frequen
cies higher than 3000 cps but this is typical of H-88 loading. 

ll.10 (Fig. 32) This figure is representative of H-88 loading having (a) mixed gauges and (b) one long 
full section ( 6229 feet) • The CFSRL value is 18. 3 db. This is 7. 3 db worse than the example in 

Fig. 29 which also has mixed gauges and also large variation in capacitance but which is D-66 loaded. 

ll.ll (Fig. 33) In this layout the loading points have been spaced with extreme precision so that the load 
spacing deviation is close to zero and the gauge is uniform. Therefore, the SRL in this layout is 

representative of what should be expected of on "ideally spaced" H-88 loaded.system. The CFSRL is 25,6 db 
at 2990 cps in a 3000 cycle band which is exceptionally good. It should be noted that the SRL drops rapidly 
at frequencies higher than 3000 cps and this is to be expected because this is a basic characteristic of this 
loading system. 

11.12 (Fig. 34) 1'his layout is representative of what can be expected in a D-66/H-88 loaded system joined 
with the D-66/H-88 junction impedance compensator. The CFSRL is 23,0 db. This is not as high as the 

D-66 examples shown in the previous figures. The reason for this lower value is because it connects with the 
H-88 loading system and the H-88 becomes the controlling factor. For such compensated layouts the 23 db CFSRL 
-values can be considered acceptable. 

11,13 (Fig. 35) Four different layouts are sho\m in -chis figure measured with the Siemens
Tracer type Tiel 31C 2Ub for D-66 and H-88 loaded cables. The curves are read as foll< 

particular frequency the db 1s on the vertical axis are read. To .this the received level value 
algebraically. As an example, in the fourth layout the SFSRL value at 2000 cps is: 

Vertical Axis: 
Receive 
Al.gebraic Sum: 

- 5 db 
-20 db 
-25 db 

Therefore the SRL at this frequency 16 25 db, 
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fiGUm: :' 
Confir:u.ration for 19, 22, and 24 Gauge D-66 

Precision lictworks For E:xch8.n6e Cebles 

Tr>----< Rr 
1940.n. 

,5 
0.026JJf 

END SECTION 

Rn--------------- ...... ---+ 

19 GAUGE 

Ci=l.686 

C2. = 2.310 

C in m icrofarads 
22 GAUGE 

C1 = 0.936 

C2 = 1.070 

24 GAUGE 

C1 = 0,585 

C2=0.715 

Confif,1.tration for 19, 22, and 21,. Gm1ce 
D-66 Artificial Loaded Lines 

R1 R3 R5 
T 

C1 

R2 R4 R6 
R 

R1 

C2 

Ra 

970..n. 

L2 

Cs 

0.02lµf 

r, 

R1 

19 GAUGE 22 GAUGE 24 GAUGE 

R1-e 9.05..n.. 18.2..n.. 29.2.n. 

L 66mh 66mh 66mh 

C1,2 0.03535µf 0.03535JJf 0.03535).Jf 



2-WIRE LrnE 2-WIRE LINE 

A. HYBRIDS AS USED ON "V" TYPE REPEATER 2-WIRE OPERA'l'ION 

CARRIER FREQUENCY LINE 

_J 
C. HYBRIDS AS USED ON TYPICAL CARRIER SYSTEM 

I ~-~ I 
o-----i~ I 

CARRIER 
INTERTOLL 

THJNK 

'IDLL CENTER 

I LOADED THJNK 

LOCAL 
OFFICE 

D. 4-WIRE TERMINATING SET AS USED AT 'IDLL CENTER 'ID CONNECT INTER'IDLL 'ID 
'IDLL CONNECTING TRJNK 

FIGURE ) fJ:YPICAL APPLICNrIONS Vi1IEHE }JYBHIDS ARi: USJ.m 



A. ONE-COIL HYBRW 
B. '!WO-COIL HYBRID 

osc. 

DET. 

C. · FOUR-COIL HYBRID 
----~-

D. 6 -WINDING HYBRID 

osc. 

0-

E. RESISTANCE HYBRID F. RESISTANCE HYBRID 

FIGlnm 6 VAHIOUS 'lYPES OF COIL AND ImSIS'l'ANCE HYBRIDS 
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A. Conventional D.C. Wheatstone Bridge Circuit 

~ ____,.________, 

Network 

Detector 

B. Simplified Coil Type Hybrid 

2-Wire 
Line 

C. Coil Hybrid of (B) above redrawn on a Wheatstone Bridge Basis 

':dill HYBHID l\S 1\H /1NALOGY •ro '1'.Hl: HI-lE.ATSTONE BRilJGE 

FIGUl1E '{ 



PRECISION 
BA.LANCING 
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(A) 

IN 

600 OHM 
OSCILLATOR 

osc. 
6oo ..n.. 

COIL 
HYBRID 

6oO OHM 
DETECTOR 

CABLE PAIR UNDER TEST 

BASIC DIAGRAM FDR THE SRL MEASUREMENT 

FIGURE 8 

PRECISION 
BA.LANCING 
NETWORK 

(B) 
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GROUND CASE 
WHEN IN USE 

HYB °==' L IN o---,-~----+--"'----. 
o---a---s>--< ,HYB 
D-1---lf---< ,OUT 

I 
I 

600..[L DET 

WIRING DIAGRAM OF TWO W.E. CO. 120P REPEATING COILS USED TO FORM A HYBRID 

HYB 
IN 

600 ..fl- osc 

1~2 
12 

WIRING DIAGRAM OF TWO ALTEC LANSING 15189 REPEATING COILS USED TO FORM A HYBRID 

j3/4-'' I 
0 0 

o 600 J1... OSC o BINDING POSTS 

3/4" HYB IN HYB om 3/4" 

0 600.Jl...DET 0 
0 0 GND 
13/4" I __ ____, 

SUGGESTED PHYSICAL LAYOUT OF HYBRID FACEPLATE 
WIBING DIAGRAMS FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF TEST COIL HYBRIDS 

FIGill1E 9 



HP 200 CD 
or 200J 

OSCILLATOR 

19, 22, OR 
24 GAUGE 

D-66 PBN Ho.l o I c.1 I 0 

(NOTE 1) (HOTE
1
3) 

tlO'rE 1: BASIC EJID SECTION 
--- OF THIS HETWORK AHD 

THOSE LIS= BELOW 
IS • 5 END SECTION 
(2250'). 

CEECO TYPE C-ll5 DL 
or CAC ll5 DL 

'----+----t--

AC-VTVM 

HP 4cO D, H, L 
or 403B, A 

oo;-:-

NOTE 2: 

NOTE 3: 

TOOTHPICK OUT 
BOTH LINE J\ND 
C.O. SIDES OF 
~IDF PROTECTOR 

MEASOOE \ 

C2 
(NOTE 3) 

CEECO C-lOlA or 
HYBTIID IN 
FIGURE 9. 
HEATH CO. TYPE 
DC-1 DECADE 
CAPACITOR OR 
PRECISE TY.PE 478 

.Sil!GIB GJ\UGE OI1LY .9, 22 OR 24D66 LOJ\DED Cl\BLl: Pf,IB UNDIB TEST 

MEASUREMENT PnOCllDUHE 

DO NOT ATTEMPT MEASUREMENTS BEFORE READING ENTIRE PARAGRAPH 8 

f 
TOO"l'HPICK OUT 
BOTH LINE AND 
C:0:-SIDES OF 
!-IDF PROTECTOR 

19, 22, OR 
24 GAUGE 

D-66 PBH !'10. 2 

(NOTE 4) 

I NOTE 4: BASIC El'ID SECTIOII OF THIS 
NETWORK AND THOSE LISTED 
BELOW IS • 5 END SECTIOil 
(2250'). 

I 
I 
I 

CEF.CC 'l:l:'PE C -ll o DL 
or ChG 115 DL . 

OFFICE B 

1. Connect the test equipnent and cable pair under test as shm•m above. Be sure to strap or set PBN "gauge terminals 11 for same gauge as gauee of cable beinc measured. 

2. Throw DPDT switch to "CALIBRATE" position. Set oscillator frec,uency to 2000 cps o.nd vary output level until A.C.-VTVM reads O dbm (zero dbm); this 
completes calibration. Throw DPDT svTitch to "MEASURE" position. ~~_10t change oscillator output level control. Set C? to build-out cabl'cc ,-,nd section tc tot:,J. 

3. Vary oscillator frequency vernier, slowly, ~)ct"irecn 200 to !~500 cps and n~t~ ti1c frequencies which Give c~.msecutive maximum (peo.k) and. minimum (valley) reaLlinc;s :in the 
A.C. -vir-n.1. Read each peak and valley :frequency and. the minus clbm reaUinc on Jelle A.C~-VTVM corres};londiD,G to each and enter the results in the nDo.ta Sheets-~St;ructural Heturt 
Loss J.Ieo.surcments. n 

4. Incrcnsc value ol' c2 from that in step (2) o.n6. reJ?eat step (3). Hote vhetl1er SRL becomes better or worse particularly between 2500 to 3000 cps (SRL becomes better ns 
rca.clings inA .. C .. -VTVll 3ct more negative.) If' Gl!L Get::; better this mean::; tha~ end section is electrically less than 2250 feet (though by leTI.Gth alone ic. is 2250 :feet). 
Var.r C2 until the value is i''::>und tllnt [;iveG- t!1e ~ S1:1L (especi:J.lly between 2)00 to 3000 cps). --

5. E oy increasing C2 in step (4), s;,L ccts 11orsc, this means that the cable cnu. section is lon;;er than 2250 feet electrically. Return c2 to its ori(iinal value in step (2) (to 
''ive ??.50 f'0et end-section total). Increase C1 un~vil the best possible SllL is obtainccl (especially betucen 2500 to 3000 cps ). Rei.!orcl the results in the "Data Sheet
s11,~£E YREQUENCY STRU~'ruRAL RETURN LOSS (SFSRL) FOR D-66 LOADING. Record also th,, SRL value at 3400 cps. 

6. If" oy increasing c1 or, C2 3RL gets worse, this me~s that the end section as ouilt out in step (2) to 2250 feet is not only 2250 feet in length but also 2250 feet_ electricPl~, j 
which is the im.];>ortant thing. If this is +.he case, continue with the measurement as per item (3) and record the data in the nData Sheet-Structural Return Loss NCasu.i:ements. • 

J 

FIGURE 10. SINGLE FREQUENCY STRUr.TURAL RETURN LOSS MEI\SUREMI':l:!T OF ONE UNIFORJ1 GAUGE ONLY FOR ENTIRE cm=T LENGTH ( 19, 22 OR 24-D-66) 



HP 200 CD 
or 200J I OSCILLl\'l'Oll 

osr.' 

19, 22, Oil 'L'8ST 
21,, GAUGE HYBRID 

(!!OTC: 2) 
D-66 PBN !lo. 10-+o:;'---t-u c!'DETo 

-CAL. 

I-
,_ -

(I!OTE 1) (NOTE 3.<.--,---i--- DPDT 

TOOTHPICK OUT 
DOTH LINE AND 
C.O. SIDES OF 
!,IDF PllOTECTOR 

!~\ 

-,. -·-··· - - -···--·---. - ----·- -

MIXED GAUGE 15-, 22( or 24 D-66 PAIR UNDER TEST 

TOOTHPICK OUT 
BOTH LD:lE AND 
C.0:-SIDES OF j l•IDF PllOT".cCTOR 

19 22, OR 
24 GAUGE 

~ D-66 PBN No• 2 
. (NOTE 4) 

!IOTE 1: BASIC END SECTIOH 
--- OF THIS NETWORK AIID 

THOSE LISTED BELOW 
IS • 5 ElID SECTIOH 
(2250'). 

Goo O!Jl.l SHITCH 3) 

-+---,..I-RES...,• ,ISTOR 
NOTE 2: CEECO C-lOlA 
-- or HYBRID IH 

FIGURE 9. I 

l!OTE 4: BASIC END SECTION OF THIS 
--- NETWORK AIID THOSE LISTED 

BELOW IS • 5 END SECTION 
(2250'). 

CEE:CO TYPE C-11 :i DL 
or CAC 115 DL 

AC-V'l'VJ,! IIOTE 3: HEATH CO. TYPE 
DC-1 DECADE I 
CAPACITOR OR 

CEE:CO Tl'PE C-115 DL 
or CAC 115 DL 

HP J,oo D, H, L 
or ~.03B, /\ PRECISE TYPE 

478 
l,fill\SUP,EMENT PROCEDURE 

DO NOT ATTEMPT MEASUREMENTS BEFORE READING 
---------~-----------·-------

ENTIRIE PARAGRAPH 8 

1. Connect the test equipment and cable pair uncler test as shown above. Set sauce of PBN No. 1 for most predominant gauge adjacent to hybrid and PBN No. 2 for most 
predominant gauge adjacent to it. 

2. Throw DPDT switch to "CALIBrJ\TE" position. Set oscillator frequency to 2000 
this completes calibration. Do not chanc;c oscillator output level control. 

cps and vary output ·1evel control until A.C.-VTVM reads O dbm (zero dbm); 
Throw DPDT switch to 'MEASURE" position. Set c2 to build-out cable end section to 2250' total. 

3. Vary oscillator frcqu~ncy vernier, sbwly, b~-cvcen 200 to 1,500 cps and note the frequencies 'Which r,ive consecutive maximum (peak) and minimum (v~lley) readings on the 
A • c. -VTVM. Head each paru: anc. valley frcq_ucncy ano. the minus dbni readini; on the A. C. -VTVM corresponding to each. ChaIJGe Gauge of PBN No. l ( if it is set for 19 r,auge in 
step (1), chaIJGe it to 22 or 24) and note ii' tins irJprovcs the SRL. Ii' it docs, leave set for new gauge settins; if not, change back to original gauge. Change gauge of 
PBII Jfo. 2 from that in step (1) and note if this improves CRL. If it does, leave set for new gauge setting; if not, change back to original gauge. (VARYING GAUGE OF 
PBN H0S. l A!ID 2 ALTE!UWCT,:LY '.ULL BE NECBSS.s;{Y, D..l".Jl-iDIJ!G OH ACTUAL CABLE L!1YOUT, TO OBTIIIN BEST SRL.) Record best SRL in the "Data Sheet-Structural Return Loss 
Mcasurementz:,r --

4. Increase value of ~ from that in step (2) and repeat step (3). Note ·whether SRL becomes better or worse particularly between 2500 to 3000 cps (SRL becomes better as 
readings in A.C.-VTVM get more nee;ative.) If Sl~ gets better this means that end section is electrically less than 2250 feet (though by length along it is 2250 feet). 
Vary C2 until the value is found that gives the best SRL ( especially betvecn 2500 to 3000 cps). 

5. Ifb:;' inc:reasing C2 in step (4), SRL gets wor~e, this means that the cable end section is lo~er than 2250 feet electrically. Return C2 to its original value in step (2 ) 
(to (live 2250 feet end-section total) •. Increase C1 until the best possible SRL is obtained especially between 2500 to 3000 cps ). Record the results in the "Data Sheet-
SINGLE FREQUENCY STRUCTURAL RETURN LOSS (sFSRL) FOR D-66 LOADING. Record also the SRL value at ::;4oo cps. 

6. If by increasine C1 or ~ SRL gets worse, this means that the end section as built out in step (2) to 2250 feet is not only 2250 feet in length but also 2250 feet electrically;: 
,mich is the important thing. If this is the case, continue with th~ .•neasurement as per item (3) and record the data in the "Data Sheet-Structural Return Loss Measurements." 

~----·--·---·-·-

"""""· Sll<O,E n<S<1'fil,cr &ftillC- rommn WS.S _ _, 0, ,-66 """"" """"',ra; = '9, ,a ~ '4 -~S J 



HP 200 CD I OSCILIA'IOR 

19 1 22, OR 
24 GAUGE 

or 200J 

ROTE l.: :BASIC END SECTION 
- OF THIS ?lETWORK AllD 

'l'!lOSE LISTED BELOW 
IS • 5 END SECTION 
(2250•).. 

AC-VT'I.M 

'IOOTHPICK OUT 
BOTH LINE AllD 
C.O. SIDES OF 
MDF PROTEC'IOR 

~URE'\ 

NOTE 2: CEECO C-lOlA OR 
-- l!YBlUD IN. 

FIGURE 9. 
NO'.l!E 3: HEATH CO. TYPE CEEOO ffPE C-115 DL 

or CAC 115 DL ----- DC-l DECADE 
HP 4oOD, H, L CAPJ\CI'IOR OR 
OR 4o3B, A PRECISE TYPE 478 

D-66 CJ\BLE PP.IR I : ,;:::; =::-1 I tH-88 CABLE PAIR UNDIB TEST 
UNDER TEST ~ 

~ YI::-:! I 
D-b67H=~ 
JUNCTION 
D.fi'EIJANCE 

COMPENSATOR 

(SEE FIGURE l, REA TE & CM 431) 

MEASuroMENT PR 

DO NOT ATTEMPT MEASUREMENTS BEFORE READING ENTIRE PARAGRAPH 8 

~uring at the D-66 end 

l. If gauge is uniform, that is, all 19-gauge or all 22-gauge for both the D-66 and H-88,use the measurement procedure of Figure iO, 

2. If gauges are mixed, used measurement procedure of Fi=e ll. 

!Measurillg at the H-88 end 

3. If gauge is uniform, that is, all 19-e;aup;e or all 22-ga-uge for both the D-66 and H-88, use the measurement procedure of Figure 13. 

If ga-uges are mixed, use measurement procedure of Fieure 14. 

'IOOTHPICK OUT 
BOTH LINE AND 
C.0:-SIDES OF 
MDF jTECTOB 

r-1 15 I -, -, _o_2_o_3_o4-~I 

I 
I 

_J_..CB02 H-88 
.....--- PBN 

11 I I ol No. 2 
R 

W.E. CO. ll5H PBN 
OR CEECO C-J.15H PBN 

(NOTE 4} 

I NOTE 4: STRAP TERMINALS 2, 3 AllD 
' 4 FOR l9H88. LEAVE TERMINALS 2, 

I 3 and 4 UNSTRAPPED FOR 22H88. 
BASIC NE'J:WORK CAPACITANCE (CB02 = 
0) IS 900 FEET. 

OFFICE B 

FIGURE 12. SINGLE FREQUENCY STRUCTURAL RETURN LOSS MEASUR.D!EllT OF D-66/H-88 LOADED CABLES USING THE D-66/H-88 JUNCTION IMPEDANCE COMPENSATOR 
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T 
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R 
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W.E. CO. 115H PBN 
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(NOTE 4) (NOTE 1) 

!.!91'lU:.: STPJ\P CBOl FOR .033 Jill" 
STRAP TERJ.lIHALS 2, 3 AND 4 FOR 
19H88. LEAVE TERMINALS 2, 3 
AllD lr lJHSTRAPPED FOR 22H88. AC-VTVM 
BASIC NETI-IORK CAPACITANCE -------' 

NOTE 2: CEECO C-lOlA OR 
HYBRID IH FIGURE 9. 

NOTE 3: HEATH CO. TYPE 
DC-1 DECADE CAPACITOR. 
OR BlECISE TYP.E 478 

NOTE 4: STRAP TERMIHALS 2, 3 and 
4 FOR 19H88. LEAVE TERMINALS 2, 
3 AND 4 UNSTRAPPED FOR 22H88. 

I BASIC NETWORK CAPACITANCE ( CB02 = 
I o) IS 900 FEET. 

(CBOl = 0) IS 900 FEET. HP 4oOD, H, L 
OR 4o3B, A 

OFFICE A MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE OFFICE B 

DO NOT ATTEMPT MEASUREMENTS BEFORE READING ENTIRE PARAGRAPH 8 
l. Connect the test equipment and cable pair under test as shown above. Be sure to short terminals 2, 3. and· 4 in PBN1 s Nos. 1 and 2 for 19 gauge and leave unstrapped for 

22 gauge. -- · 

2. 

j. 

4. 

Set CBOl in Pm! No- 1 to .033 µr. Set CB02 to build out PB!! No. 2 to same vulue as physical length of cable end section. 
alreaily in the basic net of the PBN •) Sot c2 to build-out cable end section to 3000' total. 

(Remember! 900 feet of this is 

Throw DPDT switch to "CALIBRATE" position. Set oscillator frequency to 2000 cps and vary output level until AC VTVM reads O dbm (Zero dbm); this completes 
calibration. Throw DPDT s1·ritch to 1MEASURE11 position. Do not chanqe oscillator output level control. 

vary oscillator frequency vernier, slowly, between 200 to 3400 cps and note the frequencies which give consecutive maximum (peak) and minimum (valley) readings on the 
.AC VTVM. Read each peak and valley frequency and the minus dbm reading on the AC VTVM corresponding to ec:.ch and enter the results on the "Data Sheet ..;. Structural Return 
Loss Measurements. n 

5- Increase value of' C2 from that in step (2) and repeat step (4). Note whether SRL becomes better or worse particularly between 2500 to 3000 cps. (SRL becomes better as 
readings in AC ~i/TVM get more negative.) If SRL gets better this means that end section is electrically less than 3000 feet (though by length alone it is 3000 feet). Vary 
C2 until the V9.lue is found that gives the best SRL (especially between 2500 to 3000 cps). 

6. Increase c2 in step (5). If SRL £,ets worse, this means. that the cable ~nd secti~n is l~nger than ~000 feet electrically. Return c2 to its original value in step (2) 
(to give 3000 feet end-section total). Increase c1 until the best possible SRL is obtained (especially between 2500 to 3000 cps). Record the results in the "Data Sheet -
Structural Return Loss Measurements. 11 

7. If by inceeasing ci or C2 SRL gets worse, this means that the end section as built out in step (2) to 3000 feet is not only 3000 feet in length but also 3000 feet 
elP.ct::·ically, which is the important thing. If this is the ca.se, continue with the measurement as per item (4) and record the data in the "Data Sheet - Structural Return Los.s 
ME:a~t....rements. 11 

• 

FIGu1lli 13. SINGJ.E FREC;UENCY STRUCTURAL RETURN LOSS MEASUREMENT OF ONE UNIFOJlM GAUGE ~ FOR ENTIRE CIRCUIT LENGTH (19H88 or 22H88) 
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2, 3 AND 4 lli'!STRJ\PPED FOR AC-VTVM NOTE 3: HEATH CO. TYPE 
22JI88. BASIC NETWORK CAPACI- DC-1 DECADE CAPACITOR. 
:r.~,JCE ( CBOl = 0) IS 900 FEET. HP 4oOD H L OR H!ECISE TYPE 4 78 

OR 4o3B; A, 

OFFICE A 

MIXED GAUGES 19f!88/22H88 LOADED CABLE PAIR UNDER TEST 

MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE 

DO NOT ATTEMPT MEASUREMENTS BEFORE READING ENTIRE PARAGRAPH 8 

TOOTHPICK OUT 
BOTH LIHE MID 
C.O. SIDES OF 
MDF PR01'ECTOR 

7 
T 

-ti 11 I , 02 o3 o4 
_.i..cJJD2 11-88 

H-----t--~:_--.,--, l PBN 
NQ. 2 

W.E. CO. ll5H PBN 
OR CEECO C-ll5H PBII 

(NOTE 4) 

NOTE 4: STRAP TERMINALS 2, 3 AND 
l; FOR 19H88. LEAVE TERMINALS 2, 
3 AND 4 UIISTR/1.PPED FOR 221188. 
BASIC NETWORK CAPACITANCE ( CB02= 

I 0) IS 900 FEET. 

I 
I 
l OFFICE B 

1. Connect the test equipment and cable pair as shown above. Set gauge of PEN No. 1 for most predominant gauge adjacent to hybrid and PEN No. 2 for must predominant gauge 
adjacent to it. 

2. Set CBOl in PBN No. l to .033 p:r. Set CB02 to build out PBN No. 2 to srunP. velno es physical length of cable end section. (Remember! 900 feet is already in 
the basic net of the PBH.) Set c2 to build-out cable end section to 3000' total. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Throw DPDT switch to "CALIBRATE" position. Set oscillator frequency to 2000 cps and vary output level control until AC-VTVM reads O dbm (zero dbm); this completes 
calibration. Do not change oscillator output level control. Throv.~ DPDT switch to "MEASURE" position. 

Vary oscillator frequency vernier, slowly, between 200 to 3400 cps and note the frequencies which give consecutive maximwn (peak) and minimum (valley) readings on the 
AC -VTVM. Read each peak and valley frequency and the minus dbm reading on the AC -VTVM corresponding to each. Change gauge 01, PBN No. 1 (if it is set for 19 Gaurre in 
step (1), change it to 22 gauge) and note if this improves the SRL. If it does, leave set for new gauge setting; if not, change back to original gauge. Change gauge of 
PBN No. 2 from that in step (1) and note if this improves SRL. If' it does, leave set for new gauge setting; if not, change back to original gauge. (VARYING GAUGE OF 
PBN NOS. l ~ 2 ALTERNATELY WILL BE NECESSARY, DEPENDING ON ACTUAL CABLE LAYOUT, TO OBTAIN BEST SRL.) Record best SRL in the "Data Sheet-Structural Return Loss 
Measurements. 

Increase value of C2 from that in step (2) and repeat step (4). Note whether SRL becomes better or worse particularly between 2500 to 3000 cps (SRL becomes better as 
readings in AC -VTVM get more negative.) If SRL gets better this means that end section is electrically less than 3000 feet (though by length alone it is 3000 f'eet). 
Vary C2 until the value is found that gives the best SRL (especially between 2500 to 3000 cps). 

If by increasing C2 in step ( 5), SRL gets worse, this means that the cable end section is longer than 3000 feet electrically. Return C2 to its original value in step (2) 
( to give 3000 feet end-section total). Increase Ci until the best possible SRL is obtained ( especially between 2500 to 3000 cps). Record the results in the "Data Sheet-
Structural Return Loss Measurements." 

If' b_y increasing C1 or C2 SRL gets worse, this means that the end section as built out in step (2) to 3000 feet is not only 3000 feet in length but also 3000 feet electrically, 
which is the important thing. If this is the case, continue with the measurement as per i tern ( 4) and record the data in the "Data Sheet-Structural Return Loss Measurements. 

FIGUFll 14. SINGLE FREQUENCY STRUCTURAL RETURN LOSS MEASUREMENT OF 11-88 LOADED CABLES WITI! MIXED 22 and 19 GAUGES 



w~E. CO. TYPE 201B 
OR N.E. ELECTRONICS 

TTS-56 

19, 22, QR 
24 GAUGE 

NOTE l: BASIC END SECTION 
-- OF THIS NETWORK AND 

THOSE LIS'JED BELOW 
IS • 5 END SECTION 
(2250'). 

CEECO TYPE C-115 DL. 
or CAC 115 DL 

TOO'll!PICK OUT 
BOTH LINE AND 
C.O. SIDES OF 
MDF PROTEcroR 

I .. ___ .. I , -::::---:-SURE) 

NOISE 
SET 

NOTE 2: 

NOTE 3: 

W.E. CO. TYPE 3A 
OR N. E. ELECTRONICS 

TTS-

CEECO C-lOlA or 
HYBRID IN 
FIGURE 9. 
HEATH CO. TYPE 
DC-l DECADE 
CAPACITOR OR 

PRECISE TYPE 478 

DO NOT ATTEMPT MEASUREMENTS 

MIXED GAUGE 19, 22 or 24 D-66 PAIR UNDER TEST 

PRO 

BEFORE READING ENTIRE PARAGRAPH 8 

calibrate the 3A NMS by its elf and the 201B by its elf before proceeding w1 th the measurement according to calibration instructions. 

TOOTHPICK OUT 
BOTB: LINE AND 
C:0:- SIDES OF 
MDF PROTEcroR 

J 
19, 22, QR 

24 GAUGE 

2 

NOTE 4: BASIC END SECTION OF THIS 
-- NETWORK AND THOSE LIS'JED 

BELOW IS • 5 END SECTION 
(2250'). 

~c~iill5DL 

OFFICE B 

1. 

2. Connect the test eg_uipnent and cable pair under test as sh= above. Be sure to strap or set PBN "gauge terminals" for same gauge as gauge of cable being measured. 
Set C2 to build-out cable eud section to 3000' total . 

.j. Throw DPDT switch to "CJILIBRATE" position. Set "OUTPUT ATTEN." pad of 201B noise generator to the 8 db position and note the reading on the 3A NMS. 3A should read 89 dbrn-C. 
(Function switch of 3A must be in "NM 6oo" posHion and "C-Message Network" must be plugged in.) If 3A reads slightly higher or ilower than this adjust "OUTPUT ATTEN." pad of 
201B until the 89 dbrn-C is obtained on the 3A NMS. This completes calibration. Throw DPDT switch to ''MEASURE" position. Do not change 201B output level control. 

• :cad ,1brn-C readin:; in 3;, HM$. Vary c2 and/or C1 until lowest (best) reading is ob'tained in 3A NMS. lliis is the best reading and it is the one which should be recorded .. Also, 
vary t::ie C3 at the f:,;r end. See if readini; on 3A gets lower (better). If it does record this reading. If not, record the best reading (varying C3 will normally have rio effect 
:,n t!1e 3A NJ.IS if the circuit has a loss of 5 db or greater) • 

: 5. 'ilie echo s cructurul return loss (ESRL) in db is the difference between: [ESRL = 89 - dbrn-C reading, step (5B in db. 

· 6. Record the data in DATA SHEET - ECHO STRUCTURAL RETURN LOSS (ESRL) FOR D-66 LOADING. 

FIGURE 15. ECHO STRUCTURAL RETURN LOSS MEI\SUREM2,HT (ESRL) OF ONE UNIFOmI GAUGE ONLY FOR ENTIRE CIRCUIT LENGTH (19-D-66 ONLY OR 22-D-66 ONLY OR 24-D-66 ONLY) 
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FIGURE 9. 
NOTE 3: HEATH CO. TYPE 

DC-1 DECADE 
CAPACITOR OR 
PRECISE TYPE 478 

W.E. CO. TYPE 3A 
OR N.E. ELECTRONICS 

TTS-37B 

MIXED GAUGE 19, 22 or 24 D-66 PAIR UNDER TEST 

NEASUREMEJ<lT PROCEDURE 

DO NOT ATTEMPT MEASUREMENTS BEFORE READING ENTIRE PARAGRAPH 8 

l. Calibrate the 3A NMS by itself' and the 201B by itsel.f bei'ore proceedinG with the measurement according to Calibration instructions. 

I TOOTHPICK OUT 
BOTH LINE AND 
C.O. SIDES OF 
MDF PROTECTOR 

J 
i--+n-+---r-,+- 19, 22, OR 

24 GAUGE 

NOTE 4 c, 
(IiOTE 3) 

I 
NOTE 4: BASIC END SECTION OF THIS 

NETWORK MID THOSE LISTED 
BELOW IS • 5 END SECTION 
(2250'). 

CEE:CO TYPE C-115 DL 
or CAC 115 DL 

OFFICE B 

2. Connect the test equipnent and cn.bl.e pair under test as shown above. De sure to strap or set PBN 11gauge terminals 11 for same gauge as the predominant cable gauge. 
licinc measured. St::t c2 to build-out cable end section to 2250' total. 

3- Thro,; DPDT svitch to "Ci\LIBR/\TE" position. Set "OUTPU'r J\TTEN." pad oi' 201B noise Generator to the 8 db position and note the readine; on the 3A NMS, The 3A should read 
Ll'.) dbrn-C. (Function switch of 31\ !00 =t be on "l'U-1 Goo" position and "C-Messa(le Iletwork" must be plue;ged in.) If 3A reads slightly hi(lher or lower than this, adjust 
"OUTPUT J\TTJlll." pad of 201B until the 89 dbrn-C is obtained on the 3A, This completes calibration. Throw DPDT switch to "MEASURE" position. Do not change 201B output 
level J.l£d, 

4, Read dbm-C reading_in 3A !Il1S. Vary Cz or C1 until lo11est (best) readin(l is obtained on 3J\. next, vary the gauge of PBN No. land PBN No. 2 until the reading on :>" 
Occ::ir.ics the loue;;;t possible. (This pr;ccdu.re in'Volve::; vo.rying c1 , C2, e;augc -::ii' PBN No. 1 and No. 2 until the combination is found which produces the louest readinG on the 
3'1. lil:,LS.) The lowe:::t read.inc on the 3A is the rco.clinc to record. 

5- ':'lle echo structural ret-urn loss (ESRL) in db is: l!SRL = 89 - dbrn-C reudin(l, step (5D in db. 

6. Record the data in DATA SHEET - ECHO STRUCTURAL RETURN LOSS (ESRL) FOR D-66 LOADING. 
--------------------------------

FIGURE 16. ECHO STRUCTURAL RI;"l'URN LOSS (ESRL) ME!\SURhMENT OF D-66 LOADED CABLES WITH MIJOID 19, 22 and 24 GAUGES 

r 
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OFFICE A -- -- ___________________________ _t____ MEASUREMENT PROCEDL':'\E I OFl'Ir.E B 
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·----· - ----------------1 
I 

FIGURE 17. ECHO STRUCTUic\L n:urumr LOSS MEIISUREl,llil•fr OF D-66/H-00 LOADED CABLE USIHG THE D-66jH-G8 JUI!CTIO!l ]],!PJlDJ\NCE COMPEIISJ\TOil 
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MEASUREMENT ffiOCEDURE 
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H-88 
PBN 

W.E. CO. ll5H PBN 
OR CEECO C-ll5H PBN 

(NOTE 4) 

\ NOTE : STRAP TERMINAL5 2, 3 AND 
4 FOR 19H88. LEAVE TERMINALS 2, 
3 AND 4 UNSTRAPPED FOR 22H88. 

I BASIC NETWORK CAPACITANCE ( CB02= 
I o) IS 900 FEET. 

I 
I OFFICE B 

3. Throw DPDT switch to "CALIBRATE" position. Set "OUTPUT ATTEN." pad of 201B noise generator to the 8 db position and note the reading on the 3A NMS. The 3A should read 
89 dbrn-C. (Function switch of 3A NMS must be on 11NM 600 11 position and "C-Message Network" must be plugged in.) If 3A reads slightly higher or lower than this, adjust 
"OUTPUT ATTEN." :pad of 201B until the 89 dbrn-C is obtained on the 3A. This completes calibration. Throw DPDT switeh to 11.MEA.SURE11 position. Do not change 201B output 
level pad. 

4. Set CBOl in PBN No. 1 to .033 µ;r. Set CB02 to build out PBN no. 2 to same value us physical length of cable end section. (Remember! 900 feet of th is is already in 

the basic net of the PBN.) Set c
2 

to build-out cable end section to 3000' total. 

5- Read dbrn-C reading rn 3A NMS. Vary c2 and/or C1 until lowest (best) reading is obtained on 3A. Next, vary the gauge of PBN No. 1 and PEN No. 2 until the reading on 3A 
becomes the lowest possible. (This procedure involves varying Ci, C2, gauge of PBN No. 1 and No. 2 until the combination is found which produces the lowest reading on the 
3A NMS.) The lowest reading on the 3A is the reading to record. ---

6. The echo structural return loss (ESRL) in db is: [ESRL = 89 - dbrn-C reading, step ( 5 U in db. 

FIGURE 19. ECHO STRUCTURAL RETURN LOSS (ESRL) MEASUREMENT OF H-88 LOADED CABLES WITH MIXED 19 AND 22 GAUGES 



DATA SHEET - STiiGLE FREQUEi!CY STRUCTURAL RETURH LOSS (SFSRL) rcn D-G6 LC.":DJ:iG 

(1) RR'\ PROJ. DESIGN. Tow4 50/-D (2) TRK.GROUP Dows TO ALDEII (3) TOLL, Q SPEC. (Circle One) 
(4) HEASURIHG J3ET\·lEEiJ DoWs TO PoPEJoY (5) TRUHK HO. LOC. A _,LOC. B_(6) PArio. LOC. A_§___,LOC.B 0 
(7) 'I'Et-!P. AIB __ F (IF Aerial), GD. __ oF {If Buried) (8) 'i'ESTERS J/G.l /J;Jj) (9) DATE HEAS!-!S. 7/;.::.. ! ~:= 

·In line diagram below show: (10) Type of loadirlG systm, (11) All cauges and length of each, (12) As-:mild' length 
of each fuJ.1-loo.dinc section, (13) As-built lenc,;th of each end~ction, (14) CBO, anount and_location, (15) Junction 
Compensator, if used, (16) Plantlburied or aerial, (17) Plantm.ew1or existing, (18) Age of plant if existing. 

L oow~ig~j: 09) 
1
1 -- lt.oc.a PoPE.JoY ~A I 

(:22 l Ci C2 t , _, , ,, , , ✓ ,, ✓ , , I 

PeN' ,..26) HYB (:27:J 2260 ,,4474-_,4492 4498,4-532 45oo,,44-96-,4494v45o2."4Soov2/2.0 1 C23 >j 
>,:,.! (21) Ii I ~ " . '' 7\ " " " " PB'll 7I 1-==------------8J 22-0-Gi.; .: : t-1°.2 

/f I ( ALL -z.z. GAcJGE) I C3 

600 
AC (:)o) I I · (>-8) 

Jl.. VTYM j FILL IN ALL INFORMATION INDICATED : 
54 h+:1~2 :...,;filii :·· lo.l ;m =::.:: ilOTE l · FOR ALL EXAMPL"'S- n_',6 :!:t1.:;.4t±!~. :::::n......... _. .....,..._ :::::rt::::_ • I, W 1) !"'"_, 

l:nJJ:l=in 3--E."! nr 1":" •m: µ; cc·· EQ.ET. TYPE 
52 l;i\~;;~;.~~:_,:.:::;--;:il!r~ ~>c::::;- - • ·~.-'=The "3000 CYCLE BA1W" is between ~l~~ OSC, )/P 2ooJ 

,ui::: .. ... E .. =.~., .. LL r. ·c::: - •• - -- -- - JOO . d 3000 2~) AC-Vl'VM Op 4-'.:la L 

: I ;i~TI ] :''!; \~r-~r:Tu ~ -~ ~ ~.: .. -.~· ,,~ ~·~ ~-~~:~:,:~~~; ~ ::~ ;g~ ~~:~~~c;~AN~ _''. :ween l~} '~ ~~~i~','.I; 
~ ']:::.: ... ··· [hi=:::\......... f:illl•· J:; __ , - ~. t··-: c.:=-. . . . "'- ·-. ...1'.C • . •. : ···:;:::·~ (24) G 2.2. __ 

~ tr' L:.1 .o CLO LuHL ... -· - .~ --- . ·- . ,~. .... . -- -" . .;= l!! ::n = (2';1) 0-,,,. vAL. LEV. 

I :: ]i~~~lli";~i;lii~~];~~;~;;~!!i~~:i!~f~~~,i~i~E;,i~\t' +

70 

DBM 

::· f:::: :::J:" FIGURE 20 "-+' .. =:r;, .• ::::r :.;:;::.Et ;n; :;:;:',I =:ii_':;i: .,:;~ ~=- =rt~ ~f~f'"jf-'' tti,:~;; Fc\.r :r.· •·•· ·-• -~:1·· ··-Jlli' ~"l"·· ··:m'"' 
34 ~;;:;~~~ :~~!~~~~ ~ _ :-· · .. ~r: ~=-~- ~ ~~~~ ···~ ::· 1; :: ~:~ ~~·;~ ~~ ~~~: ;~~ )'.: ;~~ ~-~ :_~.~~ ;: ~~ ;~. ~~ ~;:t::: =:t~ :~~:~ 

:,::;:::: :::'i:::: STRUCTURAL RETURN LOSS -~ 3000 CYCLE BAND ::.o: =='" ~ rr.i:; ·u: :fsht: :i8~: ::~ ~: ::c: :l:: ~~'b,: 'fj :::;-~=J= :::~E@t':!:: ~ 

:: [t-~(:•1:;~1lli_~i_
1jl~i{~f ~~-~~~-~Jt~i[~ijl,~~--l{f ~~~L~:ilHi,iiliiiil 

FREQUENCY KC/S 



~ 

DATA SHEET - SIHGLE FREQUEHCY STRUCTURAL RETURl'T LOSS (SFSRL) FOR D-66 LOADrnG 

(1) RE.I\ PROJ. DESIGN. IOWA. SOI-D (2) TRK.GROUP Dov-ls TO ALDEN (3) TOLL, Q SPEC. (Circle One) 
(4) li:EASURIHG BETl·TEEI'l' !JoyYS TO PoPEJoY (5) TRUHK MO. LOC. A __,LOG. B (6) PARo. LOC. A~LOC.B 
(7) TEi-'.iP. Am __ °F (IF Aerial), GD. __ °F (If Buried) (8) TES'l'ERS e:.::.,< •; --JJTF (9) DATE HEASMS. 7N4/G3 

·rn line diagr:!ll below show: (10) Type of loading systm, (11) All gauges and lbgth of each, (12) As-bu1ldllength 
of ecch full-loadirl6 section, (13$ As.-b.mm... "lt len&th of each en~ction, (14) CBO, amoU11t and locat. i0n, (1~) Junction 
Co~pcnsator, if used, (16) Plant urie" or aerial, (17) Plant(new)or existing, (18) Age of plant.if existing. 

Dows ~tci 9) 
1
1 '--" ILoc.B PoPEJoy 

L~A I 
(22.> Ci · C2 I , , , , I I I 1 I 1 , ' 

IIIPeN' (26) I-IYB (27/, 22..60 .,44-74 ./492. 4498 ·4532. .4-Soo . .44% .. 4494 ~4502 .,4500 2./2.6 1 

II t.-:>-1 (21) fii•- " .. ". " " _ " ,,. __ ·w '71 I ... BJ 22.-0-66 -----------~-. 
',r';: I (ALL 2.z. GAUGE:) I C:3 

/ I Ac oo) 1 • • (2a> 
~ VTV. j FILL IN ALL INFORMATION INDICATED 1 

(:23) 
PB"l 
No.2 

:
1\~~Wm:llfil~~:;~~=;~'.:~ ~+--~;,-h:: ~--~~"E -- - ~1:~~~:~r~Ewr.TIPE , 

::·:::=-u-·1:::::::w=;==-.:::I:~,:__: ·· '=' -· . :: "'...., .~c...,_"1:.: ______ ,::: . ..;,.:,.,.(19) osc t/Pz.oaJ 

§ 32 ·:::I:::: ::··i:::: .• ::i: . . ,:,5 5 db 1'"''L .~ - ., - ~ ~ '"++ ( 6) ~ 0 

~ 30 ~~j~~ ~!!":: :;[~ ~ ·• ~ ~ ~ "~ ~ -~ ~;c . ~fa ~-----=~'-----'~ 
PE <J§ :::L: ''::':: :_-~-· ~- :='"' . ., 3400 CYCLE BAND AND (~9) 0SC. CAL. LEV. 1 
~ 28 ::::!:!:: :··:1:::: :~h:: .:::: -~ < -~ ,.. tti:l - 3000 CYCLE BAWD . :UIJ:l • ~ + 7, 0 DBM 
~ '·-, ~ - ,.-

co 

24 rrlirrs ~~: t==l=::J=~~=~;;;~~'~t'''"P=~!~!= ~" ~ :=:~ ~r; :~ ~l~~~ ;'' ~ ~= ;~ ~~ ~:'. ( ~= ~~~~~ t~ =: ~:·:~: ~~~'. ~-~~~ tt; :: 

: ~-~~~;~~~ij~L1i1i~~1s ~li.ll!i
2
1!.l~"i~i~~] i,1111[i!.ill~t4",;'·5 ••·•3·5:, 

FiillQUEIICY KC/S 



DATA SHEET - srnGLE Fl,:,,Jfr;;!CY 0'.i.'.i\UC'i'Ul.u,I, RETURN LOSS (SFSRL) Rn D-65 mrn,Il;G 

(l) REA PROJ. DESIGN. M1Cflt6At{ 52.9 A (2) 'l'RK.GR0UPO,,.JTOr/);::·vJTOJ:(~'otJ h1TtJ(3) Q EAS, SPEC. (Circle One) 
(4) l-!El\SURDiG DETWEEH_'.'.)J:raN'l{G0Af TO &o;:.!(0,t-18 (5) 'illUlTIC NO. LOC. l1 ;2£_,LOC. BSP.(~IR NG. LOC. A 2../ ,LOC.B.1:l_ 
(I) TEt-!P._AIR __ °F (IF Aerial), GD. __ F _If Buried) (8) TES'rERS PGL sW (9) DATE MEASMS. R(19/[;=: 
·rn line cliagrai:i below show: (10) Type of loadrng system, (11) 1\.11 gauges and length of each, (12) 1\.s-b1fild 1 length 
of each full-loading section, (ly2 As-bllt length of each end~ction, (ll~) CBO, aJ:1ount a~d locati0n, (15) Junction 
Compensator, if used, (16) Plant buried or aerial, (17) Plant(ne1-1or existing, (18) Age of plant if existing. 

) I "'r-- -N 'en 'o '...,g '"' -"' i:o 'co --.. co -½ ~o -o 'rJ - -½ !L,c.s ,fh~J(LA-N'D 
I'- - i;; ~ ~ ~ '4- ~ !;. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ _, 

-.f. """ ....- 'st- "Si- ~ "S!- "s!- "'i" -si- 'SI- ~ "<;j- \\l I (23) 
PBN. 

-----/2.6 Ml. BJ l9D6G (ALL 25 PR'J 19 GIJU6€ )----.- No.Z 

:) I o o 9 .,t-,Lf1 
I FILL IN ALL INWRl-1ATION INDICATED l 

44 1,.:,,-, 

-. 

4ofl£¥~~~~$~ 

Q,Pl'. TYPE 

~6 ~~:viM~5
4~0L 

21) HYB / __ , /5/P.9 

s~-Qf:ig,· ;_: J-..=+;--'-'+:,.cc+.;.,.+ ''~B~~l? 22) PBN NO.lscE ti6?, 

38 
ll:i ~~~~~~ ~ 
A 36 

::::;.. • :-: 23) PBN n9.2s.::,: 11e,:=, 
--- - - - ~¼E-:f.:~=+:2:''=:-f=:::::::=t::;::t:=t:=1':=:'t~=t':r:ti::=±==t'=-~ . ..:'.! NO .1 

Ea~~~§3~==F=l:=~~{24) GA /9 

Cl.) 
::::;ti21=-
·:""'t"-1:::t~-~ 

ro 34 s 

I :n.~ 
32~~-

.~~t:±= 
···-~gg 

.,_tt .. 

-±_,_~· -- :1:.'::l=..--i ...... 
-~:....._..:ti 

?3;: tlC .2 
_(2:;.)GA /9 

--+-<-•-,.· ---·..=-- --=21:~=a=u - .• OTHER 

-,, 

(27) C2 . 003 Ml 
(28) CJ O Ml 
(29) o~c. CAL. LEV. 1 I

. 30 :~·== :..:: . .,:: 
~~;~~~~ 

28 :~~ ~ '.i~ - -- - ~ ~ '1" - ~'-"-"- .,..-:-'£- ~t.;'..;.. ! 26 ~:\ :::: :~~'7:: t§~t;s-: '.:" '= :"t-=l!- ++-- • ;- •• ,;r ·- :-.:., =:::i:=::_~ 3400CYCLE BAND · :ttr:10 ··· ~... ,:;:I'!'='~·': ij :~~ 

.c.c 3000 CYCLE BAtID 
~ CFSRL IS 30.2 db -~ 1

(26) Cl O Ml 

- +7-0 DBM 

.2 .4 .6 .8 i.o 1.2 i.4 l.6 l.8 2.0 2.c c.i+ c.o c.O3.·u- -3-~--_ . .;·j·.s·• 3.b·•·4.0··4_2-·•·ij_·_4···4_6·4_-:t>··;.i. 
FRRCll W.NCT KC! / 8 



§ 
I 

Cf.l 

lil. 

112 

4o 

38 

DATA SHEET - SIHGLE FREQ,UEi:TCY STRUCTURAL RETURN LOSS (SFSRL) FDR D-66 LOADIHG 

(1) REA PnOJ. DESIGN. M1ol1GAN 52'.z A (2) TRK.GR0UPON'ml'l,16Q,'/TO_Tf'..o,v /,1-r;./(3) Q, EAS, SPEC. (Circle One) 
(4) HEASURilTG DE'IWEEH Roc.J<:,LAND TO otlmtlAGON (5) TRUHK HO. LOC. A ~LOC. BsP. (~AIR no. LOC. A..3.L,LOC.B2/ 
(7) TEt-1:P. AIR-__ °F (IF Aerial), GD. __ °F {If Buried) (8) Tl<~TERS @GL ;::J/,Zl[ (9) DATE MEASMS. ffi:'19/63-
·:ui line diaem below show: (10) Type of loading system, (11) All gauges and length of each, (12) As-b-ila.' length 
of each full-loadiJ:18 section, (ll.) As-b!lt length of each end~ction, (14) CBO, amount and locati0n, (15) Junction 
Compensator, if used, (16) Plant buried or aerial, (17).Plru1t{ne-w)or existing, (18)_ Age of plant if existing. 

Roe.KLAN ) I -- -N -0 ~o ... l.r) '-'~ -_ -co -1:0 -N 't-.1 -'-l) -(l ... QJ ,..(\J -i'- Loe.a 0,,yro/\/AGOII 
Loa:,'} ~ -~ ~ c'; ~ ~ :t ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - £:I 

! f'eN I N "':- "'t -q- -s;j- "'} -s;. -s;t- ~ "'I-- -.,,. "',I- -s;!- -s:!- I (23) 
• 1 ?S1'l 

i t,,:,. ,Oo9JJ£,· -,- No.2 
12. 6 Ml BJ 19D 66 (ALL Z5 PR.., /9 6AuG·E) ___ ::-v"....c_ ___ _,_.._., 

• 
~ FILL IH ALL TI-lFORMATION INDICATED 

=~.1m;x~~~. • .. · ffi$1~~F1illtl;~~f'.1~JRI~F~~@~·--·· .. v •• ~r:=i .. __ "J:l.::;_; -· -'-+- -:;::::.. --- _..: - . ~t::::;........... -----~ -=--=i----' • . .,._ ....... _ ,- ......... •+-- , - .• 

00 = S ,,:,1:::, '::t:: ,::,, .:;ttOTHER 
LJ.. 

I :,::':::: ==:::;;:, ,.. (26) C O MF 
32 Xi;;;:::::::::·· (27) C3 .ool MF 

::,:i:;; +1 (28) C O MF 

..:i 30 :==::=:: ···•··· •~~~oEEE: ,:::::t::::±:c::t:=l:rt::t:::::t::::"!:1 (29) OSC. CAL. LEV. 1 ! ,-,Q }Hf; fufuH'. :; .. ··-· _ _ . _ .. _ .. + 7. O DBM 
0 

~ 

2 

····'··:·2·· ;·1.-... 6--.8·-- i.0·1:2 'i. -~ '-'-'1.'"01. -2.0-2. ·-2.r~.o-
' FREQUENCY KC/S 

\'J.J 
f,' 



DATA SHEET - Sli!GLE IBEQ,UEHCY STRUCTURAL RETURN LOSS (SFSRL) FOR D-66 LOADING 

(1) R!;I\ PRO~. DESIGH. /lftCJ/IG,1N 52.9 /j (2) 'l'IUCGRQUPO~/~_o,·/1/:7~·.TO}i.:D,l/;,i77/ (3! Q, FJ\S, SPEC. (Circle One) 
(4) l,JLi\SUIUi:G I3ET\·1EEHo,.;ro.t/J'ir::;Q,' TO poc1<LA1-ID (5) rmmn~ 1:0. LOC. A ~LOG. B,,.;r: cITTj1IR HO. LOC. A_§_,,LOC.B_a_ 
(7) TEW?. AIR __ °F IF Aerial, GD. __ °F (If Buried) (8) TES'r.t:RS:::51C,;L .,.:::JI{,.: (9) DATE HEASMS. 8//9/03 

·Iri. line dia.{;ra,n below show: (10) Type of loaaing systci;i, (11) All causes and Iength of each, (12) As-build 'length 
of each full-loading section, (1 As-built lencth of each end;s~ction, (14) CEO, amount and lo.cation, (15) Junction 
Cor.ipcnsator, if used, (16) Plant ~.ried or aerial, (17) Plant lnew) or existing, (18) AII,e of plant if existing. 

0/llnxlAGO ) '1 -r-- -N 'o::i 'o '--si -N -"1 'cc -(:() -.. --- -00 -~ -0 'o -N -- ILoc.B RocKUJl'ID 
Loe.A r-- _ --. CX) "1 ,() l.1 CJ' r-- "S:1- '-9 \ri -+ f() r2 Lr) I 

(22.) l.rJ lr) "7" """' 'S7" "I" "'i- ~ "'St ""'S\- lr} "';:)- ~ I - I 

lf'BN ~ --t 'tj- "<- "'1- ...... x-stx~x"'S:},K..,_J-X")-X"'<t-X"'Sl'XN: 
~1 I 

_ . oo 9 4 /2,61{//.BJ /9000 (A.L.L2.SP!2.; i"JGf'tUGE)-----~ 
l~e3 

I 
·-,..1=1. II (2.3) 

~ VTV,.~ l p-T ~• s'<T ~~~u•m~~" ~=~~•= 
I 

(23) 
?Bl-l 
No.2 

~ !!i'~f~? :~~::::,====1 -+--+----t a~,....._,--,. ~~i~~~~~!~:~~§1-~; 
3 l:=1:::: ::::: 333r:~3832~~~~~li'i~=F~3=3::=~=r'cs=;:='=:;:cB!~=E::Er='E::'~'E';J=':=~-E':E"r=c:-E':'f:-'C'r-"3 bN NO .1 

~ 36 ~~~\'. ~7 ..,, ___ ,..........,.......- ........ -~---,----"~-:~~-:.~_-.,.,.--+----...,......-------(::) ,J:~~-L.l...c.9 __ _ 

§ 34 ;l:llrn \~; -fl-+-+---'f.:c..,+-+---'l c--=+--+,-,,-+ F:::+=-\:::-11 H-c=r=+-'7 ,cci-=t.....,.,+-'C7'( 25) GA r I 9 
I 32 :!1!11~ :7 ....... __,.-+·"i-''=='!'='=3'~==±==-F~±==i=.:(~~rc1 0 MF 

fil ;:;; :·•· I---'-+.--,..+-
5i~filmrittrrr~~~iiiii~l~[i~!~~,,,,,~ca (2?) c2-·-

003
--HF' 

,..::i 30 ::::1 ~ (28) c~ 0 fF 
~ :.:.:.: ::E'=E:=E:=-Fa~E=:::."fa::Eo:l±n +--+c:.c+--+--i-i-'-'+- J-:-:==t=:t::::::ct:=±::t::1(29) OSC. CAL. LEV. I :: ~~ m~~~ :~. a . . .• , •• , .,. •n " "' ,= .. . ....... 7 D&S 

2l; <::::! '.!?!!! FIG. 

:==_:\,:: ~::j:\:' STRUCTURAL RETURN LOSS 
221

:.:, ):1\\\ :::,: :;: :::!':' :!::!:''' ==T:: TIJB 

::: tr ,/m::: , :· ,, ,i 
.2 ,!; .6 .8 

J:'itr;;,.":,UElJCY KC/S 
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CQ 
CQ 

3 

lr4 

112 

4o 
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DATA SHEET - SillGLE FJ,tEG'iUZITCY STRUCWRAL RETURN LOSS (SFSRL) FOR D-66 LOADilJG 

(1) RF.A PROJ. DESIGU~ (v11cf}l6(t,1-.J 52'.z A (2) TP.K.GR0TJ'PONTol{l)r;11[J:O:r/2oA1 /'(ITN (3) 0~ EAS, SPEC. (Circle One) 
(4) l-lEASUil.IiJG BETiIBEHf<cc.t5;:/..AND TOO/JTOl\ljGoA/ (5) TRUNK NO. LOC. A SP. ,LOC. BsP (~AIR NO. LOC. A_JL,LOC.B_§_ 
(7) TEI,l:J?. AIR ___ °F (IF Aerial), GD. 65 F (If Buried) (8) '11ESTERS PGL ;:-J)fJ-12 (9) DATE MEAS!-lS. 8t(~/S3 
·rn line di~ron below show: (10) Type of loading system, (11) All gauges and length of each, (12) As-bil length 
of ec!Ch full-loading section, (lT) As-a.juilt length of each end~ction, (14) CBO, ar.iount and locati0n, (.15) Junction 
Cor.ipcn:iator, if us·ed, (16) Plan_!_ burie or aerial, (17) Plant (ne,ry or existing, (18) Age of plant if existing. 

RocKLAND ) •
1 

, - <'J -a 'G -I.I) a:i -- QJ -cr::i ~~~ - '---9 -~ ..:Cl~ cc - ~r--1 Loe.a o;!rodA GQN 
Loe A - CY) M 'S:l-- \ri '9 -.I- r-- o-,. lJ) '9 f'<) C(l - I' I 

<:1:'2> Ci ~ L1 v \ri "-1- -+ v -.,;- ..,_,. "<::}- ""° ""° \n V) - : (:2 ) 
~6} ('J"'-r-sr~'-l-~-.:t--s;-"-1-'sd-"-l-"'3-"'S!-"<t N PilJ. 

~: No.2 
i--.------ /2.. 6 Ml. BJ/9DG6 (,4LL ZS PR., !'1 GA.VG/£-

! l T"\"T"T',.. -r"T'.T 1\TT TT~T"\,Kl\mTl""\'TIT '"r""!''<'T"l"T,.,.11.tTTr.'IT'\ 

?-; 

[g 32 [:::j::::: (26) c, O ~ · I···· ( ) MF 
~ 'E::H~ j~IBJµ~; 27 C2 0 MF 

30 
....... ;;1,,,,~~~1111111,~,,,~111111111111 (28

) c
3 0 

MF ~ EHL ~::;=,+8;1 . , ::::_i;:::::p:::'4=+=-J--1--,-,+-,---i 2H:c;l:-Hl:f'rlli'!Sffi'Hl (29) osc. CAL. UV. 1 
g! 28 ::::;(!\: .......... . .. , -~L~IS ,3L2 .. ,, !.t!i!::::µ:~::,:rJ:'.l s.R.L .~s .3\.0_.~ ...w;.c,;.,.u:.:., EFT:-fil=Fll-::-rrt1 +7 o DBM 
C.) 

~ 
~ 26 

24 .. ::::: ::-::::::-
·•··· ···-·-··· 

•• ( F!,-: :Iu',i":1:"i; is iil~ ]l~ ]1!1 
il_i!jj! ])}'. ~!iii~ ii i~!II~,,~ ~i4: [I " , .... 

. 2·--:i:i.---.6 .8 1.-01.2 1. • 1. 1. 2.0 2.22. • .o .o 3- - ·' -¥.0-··-3.s-1+.o- .2--1+. -r •. 1>-lf:-8 y'( 
FTIEQ,UENCY KC/S 

22 

~~(J 

l,~ 



DATA SHEET - SINGLE FREQUEiICY STRUCTURAL RE'i'O'J.'m LOSS (SFSRL) I'OR D-66 LOADIEG 

(1) RRI\ PROJ. DESIGN·. JvftC/JIGAN 529 A (2) TRK.GROUP RoqlAtlD TO 81'.iJCE CmS',{3) TOLL,@ SPEC. (Circle One) 
( 4) l-lEASURJJTG BETWEEN Roe l[LAJ./D TO 8£UCE Ci'o.ss. (5) TRUNK :HO. lOC. A S.L: , LOC. B.SP. ( 6) PAIR 1/0. LOC. A _j}___; LOC .B .JL 
(7) TEUP • .II.IR ___ °F (IF Aerial), GD. __ oF (If Buried) (8) 'l'ESTERS (g'GL,:J/('~- (9) DJ\TB J.IEASMS. B/>o/(,3 
·rn line dia[;r.:?.:-:i below show: (10) Type of loading systcr.i., (11) All gauges and ·iength of each, (12) As-build' length 
of e2.ch full-loading section, (13 As-built length of each end-ection, (111-) CBO, ar.ioU11t and locati0n, (15) Junction 
Conpensator~ if used, (16) Plant urie or aerial, (17) Plant e, or existing, (18) Ace of plant if existing. 
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DATA SHEET - SD'!GLE FREQUElJCY STRUCTURAL RETURN' LOSS (SFSRL) IDR D-66 LOADING 

(1) RF • .'\ ffi0J. DESIGN. N)!Cf!!GAI/ 529-11 (2) TRK.GR0UPONraly'/,'.'·V/TO T/~":1,.-/1/T?,~ (3) Q, F..AS, SPEC. (Circle One) 
(4) HF'.J\SUIU:i.:G DBT'.-IEEH Bffi:i'LAND TOl3PUCE CRoss.(5) TRUHK no. LOC. A ::;f? ,LOC. B~"·r, (ITT.AIR no. LOC. A2.o ,LOc .B 2.0 
(7) '.i:tl-r?. AIR ___ °F IF Aerial), GD. __ °F (If Buried) (8) TESTERS ("~G1-. _,-_:!J7 (9) DA'rB H8ASMS. R!z..::;/,~_-=: 

·rn line clio.cr:1.1;1 below show: (10) Type of loading system, (11) All eauses and le:113:th of e:ach, (12) As-build 7 length 
of each f'ull-loadine section, (lf) As-bjlt kngth of e:ach en~q,tion, (llJ.) CBO, amount and locati0n, (15) Junction 
Conpcnsator, _ if used, (16) Plant buried or aerial, (17) Plant (nei•1 or existing, (18) AEI,e of plant if existing. 
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DATA SHEET - SII!GLE FREQUENCY STRUCTURAL RETURN LOSS (SFSRL) FOR D-66 LOADING 

(1) RF..'> PR.OJ. DESIGN. M;cl/104c/4w9 ,1 (2) TRK.GROUPRoc.KLAND TOEgrJcE CRDss-.(3) '.IOLL, Q SPEC. (Circle One) 
(4) I-lEASURIJ:IG BET'.-IEEI'lRosKLAt/D B,€i.JCE®.S:S.(5) TRlil-lK HO. LOC. A .SP. ,LOC. BsP.(6) PA~. LOC. A~LOC.B_gJ_ 
(7) TEt,lP. AIR ___ °F (IF Aerial), GD. __ °F {If Buried) (8) TESTERS @GL r:JJZl?-. (9) DATE MEASMS. BIZ£J{_G3 

·:tn line diagr(:!!;]. below show: (10) Type of loading system, (n) AU gauges and Iength of each, (12) As-buildength 
of~ full-loadine; section, (lf) As-bllt length of each end~ction, (14) CBO, ru:iount and locati0n, (15) Junction 
Conpensator, if used, (16) PJ.ant buried or aerial, (1.7) Plant (n~~ or e:x:i.sting, (18) Age of plant if existing. 
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l DNi:A SIIBET - SINGLE FREQUENCY STRUCTURAL RETURN LOSS (SFSRL) FOR D-66 LOADDIG 

(1) REA PROJ. DESIGN. IowA. .5B3 -4 (2) 'IRK.GROUP Motlo/(,4 TO PO.STV!LLE(3) TOLL, • S SPEC. (Circle One) 
(4) 1-lEASURIHG B!:.'Tl·IEEN ('l'ln,{ot{,4 TO Po.sTVtLLI: (5) TRUHK HO. LOC. A _L_,,LOC. B i (6) PA~. LOC. A 25/ ,LOC.B 12.S/ 
(7) TUlP. Am-· _·°F (IF Aerial), GD. __ °F (If Buried) (8) TE.STERS@GL r5li!? (9) DATE MEASMS. 7//0/6..5 
·rn line diagr= below show: (10) fype of loaditlG syster.i, (11) All gauges and' length of each, (12) As-b-6.ilcf length 
of each full-loadine section, (lf) As-balt length of each end-section, (14) CBO, ar.iount and locati0n, (15) Junction 
Compensator, if used, (16) P~t buried or aerial, (17) Plant~ or existing, (18) Ai;e of plant if existing. 
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DATA SHEET - SINGLE FI-illQUF.:UCY STRUCTURAL RETURN LOSS (SFSRL) ron D-66 LOADIHG 

(1) REA PROJ. DESIGN • .::r::owA 583-A (2) TRK.GROUP IV/01/0/.JA TO~ST!IJil l.c:(3) TOLL, Q SPEC. (Circle One) 
(4) 1-!EASURII!G Bb~·IEEN o/lo/1 TO f?:?:,rV!LL": (5) TRIB-!K HO. LOC. A .§'._,LOC. B (6) PA~. LOC. A_--,7 :,LOC.B.Lb28 
(7) TEt-lP. AIR ___ °F IF Aerial , GD. __ °F (If Buried) (8) TESTERS @SL 2,0 (9) DATE 1,IEASMS. 00/(:;_:; 
Iii line diagr= below show: (10) Type of loading system, (11) All e;auees ana!J.ci1gth of each, (12) As-b ild

1
length 

or· each i'ull-loadine s_ection, (13 As-built length of each end~ction, (11~) CBO, a"'.lount and locati0n, (15) Junction 
Cor.ipcnsator, if used, (16) Plant buried or aerial, (17) Plant (nel1 or existing, (18) Age of plant if existing. 
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DATA SHEET - SJJ-IGLE FREQUEHCY STRUCTURAL RETURN LOSS (SFSRL) FOR H-88 LOADING 

(1) REA PROJ. DESIGN. VA. 517 £D1t/BOR-,:::r(2) TRK.GROUP;.,trJlic .. /f?Ol,!roED///8(1/2§ (3) TOLL,~, SPEC. (Circle One) 
(4) 1-iEASURIHG BETi·lEEN/Vlr:-.J4c.KSotJ T0111rJ.,c.~.<.:D11\5) TRUHK l'TO. I.OC. A L;._6I.0C. B1010(6) PA~O. I.OC. P.7[/I.OC.B_ 
(7) T.Et-lP. AIB __ 0 F(IF Aerial), GD. __ °F (If Buried) (8) TESTERS,~~- :S-':f/'r (9) DATE 1,JEASMS. /{pt0? 
·:rn line diagrari below show: (10) Type ~f loading system, (11) All gauge¥(nd length of each, (12) As-buildength 
of c~ch full-loadine section, (13) As-built lenSJ~ of each end-section, (14£eCBO, amount and locati0n, (15) Junction 
Compensator_,_ if used, (16) Plant buried or aeri (l7) Plant new or! existi L (J.8) .Age of plant if existing. 4- ~. 
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DATA SHEE'.r - sn:GLE FREQ.lfEUCY ~TRUCTURAL RETURlf LOSS (SFSRL) WR H-88 LOADING 

(1) REA Pi10J. DESIGH. /y11t1N. 520 WJK5TRON\(2) TRK.GR0TJPt/EyJFoLDEIITO J/oL, (3) TOLL, rJ]:i SPEC. (Circle One) 
(4) HEASURiliG BFJJSfEFJ.il(T{FoLDEN TO l(oLT (5) TRUHK :rro. LOC. A __,LOC. B_(6) PA~. LOC. A..1..2...,LOC.B 32. 
(7) TEl,lP. AIR __ °F IF Aerial), GD. 4-o °F (If Buried) (8) TESTERS -p:5L F?,,.z'? (9) DATE MEASMS. ;113/{:,z_ 
·rn line diagro.m below show: (10) Type of loading system, (11) All gauges addength of each, (12) As-b ld 7length 
of each full-loo.dine; section, (ll) As-b 11t length of each end~ction, (ll~) CBO, amount and locati0n, (15) Junction 
Conpcnsator, if used, (16) Plan~bu.ried or aerial, (17) Plant ~e-w) or existing,· (18) Age of plant if existing. 
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DATA SHEET - SINGLE FREQUEUCY STRUCTURAL RETURN LOSS (SFSRL) FOR H-88 LO_ADING 

(1) REA PROJ. DESIGN. GA. 534- PL4tlTE"Pl (2) TRK.GROUP Dove/2.. TONEW14<:To:,(3) TOLL, Q SPEC. (Cirqle One) 
(4) l-;EASUJ1IHG J3b?.·TEEN D,oVER T0('/El/l(f(j_G7o1J(5) TRUHK HO. LOC. A ~LOC. Bd..(6) PA:dMfo. LOC. A__,:LLOC.B~ 
(7) TEt-lP. AIB __ °F (IF Aerial), GD. __ F (If Buried) (8) TESTERS (z(iL, 72/t:}__(9) DATE HEASMS. /olz.:-::::/{oz. 
·rn line diagro.r.i. below show: (10) Type of loading syst=, (11) All gauges and lc11gth of each, (12) As-build length 
of each full-loading section, (13 As-built length of each end- ction, (14) CBO, anou11t and locati0n, (15) Junction 
Compensator? if used, (16) Plant buried or aerial, (11) Plant ew or existing, (18) Age of plant if exist:ipg. 
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STRUCTURAL RETURN LOSS 
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DATA SHEEr - sn;GLE FREQUEUCY STRUCTURAL RETURH LOSS (SFSRL) FOR H-88. LOADING 

(l) REA PHOJ. DESIGN. NEl3P-f,-sf:(A S.3(; B (2) TRK.GROUP ;/oslf!N:S TO PIEJ2..CE (3) TOLL, Q SPEC. (Circle One) 
(4) EEASURIEG BET',TEFJ:f/ff-/~11/s TO PJE&EE (5) TRUHK no. we. A -1....JLOC. B_/_(6) PA~. wc. A 1s1,wc.B27G, 
(7) 'l'Et-lP. Am Z5 °F IF Aerial), GD.4s°F (rr Buried) (8) TES'rERS ,Rk:: 1/A..F.s, (9) DATE MEASMS. 2./0/6 ¢: 

·rn line diac;r:?..>:1 below show: (lO) Type of loading system, (11) All Gauges;?id l<§ngth of each, (12) As-build length 
of each i'ull-loadiUG section, (lf) As-dJuilt lene;th of each er.~ction, (14) CBO, a~om1t and locati0n, (15) Junction 
Conpensator, if used, (16) Plant burie or aerial, (17) Plant ~evJ or existing, (18) Age of plant if existing. 

/J;C:.~Kld ) 1 ~ -(.) -0 ~ -~ - 0 ~ -'§ -0 --.;t- -rJ -~ ~ 11 -c::, -1:0 -ci:i -r- --~ -~ -1\J - 0 'n¥oc.a 8El2C.E 
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22-
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~ ;;:;,?:.: (29) C2 0 · MF 
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FiIB0,UEHCY KC/S 
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DATA SHEET - SINGLE FREQUENCY STRUCTURAL RE'ruRN LOSS (SFSRL) FOR H-88 LOP.DING 

(1) REA PROJ. DESIGN •. _______ (2) TRK.GF.OUP ______ T0 ______ (3) TOLL, EAS, SPEC. (Circle One) 
(4) MEASURING BETWEEN,,,_ ___ ___,,_..T0 __ .....,...,... __ (5) TRUNK NO. LOC. A __,LOC. B (6) PAm NG. LOC. A__,LOC.B 
(7) ffl.n'. Am °F (IF Aerial), GD. Up (If Buried) (8) TESTERS --,.....,.,~_-_(9) DATE MEASMS-...-..,.,,..,,,_...--=: 

'IrL J.tne diagram below show: (10) 'Iype ofloading ~stem, (11) All gauges and 1Emgth of each, (12) As-build length 
of each full-loading section, (13) As-built length of each end-section, (14) CBO, amount and locati0n, (15) Junction 
Compensator, if used, (16) Plant buried or aerial, (17) Plant new or existing, (18) Age of plant if existing. 

) i !Loe.a 
I I 
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I 1 (23) 1--,-'~-------------------------------------+--1 =~= PSl-l 
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I c:.802 

I I {2') 

I FILL IN ALL INFORMATION INDICATED 1 
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361f8 
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(23) PBN N0.2--
PBN NO. 1 ---
1(24) CBOl._ __ ....;MF 
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'PBN NO. 2 
1(26) C:002._ __ --'MF 
(27) GA ___ _ 
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I~~~~ ~'--. -----;: 
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• .4 4.b }l:.tl 5-



DATA SHEET - ECHO STRUCTURAL RETURN LOSS (ESRL) FOF.. H-83 LOADIN(i 

(1) REA PROJ. DESIGN._----~---(2) TRK.GROUP ____ __,..,.T0-,---,----.-(3)\TOLL, EAS, SPEC. (dirclc One) 
(11.) MEASURING BETWEEJ.lf.....,....-.--__ T0 ____ (5) TEMP. AIR ___ uF (IF Aerial), GD. OF (If Buried) 
(6) TESTERS _____ (7) DATE J:.'.iEASMS • ...--____ In l:Lnc diagram below .show: (8) Type of loading ~ystem, 
(9) .All gauges and length of each, (10) As-build leni:_;th or each full-loading section, (11) As-built length of 
each end-section, (12) CBO, amount and location, (13) Junction Compensator, if used, (14) Plant buried or aerial, 
(15) Plant new or existing, (16) Age of plant if existing. EQ,UIPT. TYPE: (17) MOISE GEN.7=....----,--(18)1 NMS 
(19) HYB ____ (20) PBN NO. 1 __ ~(2l) PBN NO. 2 PBN NO. 1:(22) CBOl=-==MF (23) GA PJ3N N--0-• ..,..2_:_ 
(24) CB02 ___ MF (25) GA __ OTHER:(26) Cl __ _;;MF ("27) C2 ___ MF (28) N01SE GEN. LEV. DBM (Into 600 ohms 
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MEASUREMENT AT LOCATION A 
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DATA SHEEr - ECHO STRUCTURAL RETURN LOSS (ESRL) FOR D-66 LOADING 

(l) REA PROJ. DESIGN •. IA. 50/l> (2) TRK.GROUP -Pc:y;:, TO Por~-;u'( (3) TOLL,fEASJ SPEC. (Circl.e One) 
(l>) 1-!El\SURIIlG !1E'.l'i-l'EEJ:I 'DO'llS TO P:)p:::-r-o'-J (5) TEMP. AIR z_r °F (IF Aerial), GD._._~If Buried) 
(6) TESTERS /-'( !.. ~;?'('(7) DATE MEASl-1S. 7}1J.J t3 In l.ine diagram bel.ow show: (8) Type of l.oading system, 
(9) Al.l. GO.U{!;eS andlength of each, (1.0) As-ouil.d leI12,-th of each ful.1.-1.oading section, (1.1.) As-buil.t l.ength of 
each end-section, (1.2) CBO, amount and l.ocation, (1.3) Junction Compensator~ if used, (1.4) Plant buried or aerial., 
(1.5) Pl.ant @or existing, (16) Aee of pl.ant if existing, EQUIPT. TYPE: (1.7) NO. ISE GEN,VI.E.2tJ!!:5 (18) NMSw·£.3A 
(19) HYB F/G-,9Aqe(20) PBN NO. 1.£!.G"-~- (21.) PBN NO. 2 F/f.- 3 PEN No.1: (22) GA 22 1'BU No.2: (23) GA 22 
bTHER: {24) Cl_O_MF {25)C2_Q_l-lF (26) C3_0 __ MF (27) jNOISE GEN. LEVl +z:"'"DBM (Direct:J.;y- into a 600 ohm resist~:t 1 
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DATA SHEEr - ECHO STRUCTURAL RETURN LOSS (ESRL) FOR D-66 LOADING 

(1) REA FROJ. DESIGN. (2) TRK.GROUP ___ __,..,.T0-,------.-(3) TOLL, EAS, SPEC. (Circle One) 
(1,) !-lEJ\SURillG BE1WEEU_~ __ T0. ____ (5) Tl.!1-Il'. AIR ___ °F (IF Aerial), GD. OF (If Buried) 
(6) TESTERS _____ (7) DATE MEASMS • .._.--.....,...,--=- In line diagram below show: (8) Type of loading system, 
(9) l\ll GO.tJ.Ges and length of' each, (10) As-build lencth of each full-loading section, (ll) As-built length of 
each end-section, (12) CEO, amount and location, (13) Junction Compensator, if used, (14) Plant buried or aerial, 
(15) Plant new or existine, (16) Age of plant if existing. EQUIPT. TYPE: (17) NOISE GEN. ____ (18) NMS ___ _ 
(19) HYB ____ (20) PEN NO. 1 ___ (2l) P.BN NO. 2_ PBN No.l: (22) GA ___ 1'BN No.2: (23) GA. 
bTW.d:R: (24) Cl __ MF {25)C2 ___ HF (26) CJ ___ MF (27) jNOISE GEN. LEVl ____ . .DBM (DirecHy into.,__,a__,.6-00-ohm resistt,r 
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